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972-73 College Calendar
First Semester
:ER 3

Sunday- Resi dence Halls will be open to Freshmen and Transfer students.

4

Monday- Orientation program required of all
Freshmen and Transfer students.

5

Tuesday- Freshmen R egistration 3:30 p.m.

5

Tuesday-Residence Halls will b e open to returnin.!! students.

6

Wednesday, 8 a.m. -Registration for returning
tudents and abbreviated class schedule for
all students.

7

Thursday- Cla
8 a.m.

7

1''1ursday- Opening Convocation 11 a.m.
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15 Friday- Final day for late rea:istration and cla
chan.!!es.
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17 Tuesday- Founder's-Honors Day.
20
23-27
ER18

Friday- Faculty submits mid-semester report
to the Registrar.
Monday-Friday- Registration for Interim.
Saturday- Homecoming

22

Wednesday- Thanksgiving Holidays begin after
final class or laboratory.

27

Monday , 8:00 a.m.- Thanksgiving Holidays
end; classes begin.

,ER
11-16

Monday through Saturday- First semester final
xaminations.

16 Saturday- Holidays begin after final exam.
16

Saturday- Residence Halls close at 6 p.m.
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Interim
JANUARY

2

3

Wed1iesday, 8:00 a.m.- lnterim

4

Thursday- Final day for Interim
hanges.

31

Wednesday- Interim ends after
laboratory.

mt
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Second Semester
FEBRUARY 4

MARCH

APRIL

5

Monday- Registration and abb
chedule-8 a.m.

6

Tuesday- Classes b

13

Tuesday- Final day for late
class changes.

23

Friday- Faculty submits mid-semeller
the Registrar.

23

Friday- Spring Holidays begin alts
or laboratory.
Monday, 8:00 a.m.- Spring BoliU,.
classes begin
Tnesday- Phi Beta Kappa Day
Monday through Saturday-Second
final examinations.
Saturday and Sunday-Comme

2
10

MAY

Sunday- Residence Ha11s open for
and transfer students.

14-19
19-20

SUMMER SCHOOL
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST

11

13
16
18

Friday- First term ends.
Monday- Registration for second
Saturday- Second term ends.

of Wofford CoUege is to function as a
illltitution of superior quality. Its chief condeYelopment of an intellectual, spiritual, and
1here in which serious and inquiring mind s
ad faculty alike will be challenged to a com·
for truth and freedom, wherever that search
ad in which each person may become aware of
'.dual worth while aspiring to high standards
and morality.
an environment all members of the Wofford
ahoald develop intellectual curiosity, independt, maturity of judgment, sell-discipline,
and moral character so that they will b
to the duties and responsibilities of good
and render effective leadership and generous
communities in which they live.
it of liberal education is in harmony with
the United Methodist Church, to which th
1ted, and should lead to a Christian philosophy
all who study and teach and work here.
Adopted by the Faculty, Sept.ember 10, rn65,
and the Board of Trus tees, October 6, 1965.

grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Science. The College also confers the honor.
of Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Laws, Doctor
Doctor of Literature. and Doctor of Science.

arts college, Wofford does not provide for
education, but offers instead a broader, genwith the opportunity for the student to
of expertise in one field. After completing
or general-education requirements, students at
major in one of thirteen fields: biology,
economics and business administration, English
literature, foreign languages, government,

7
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history, mathematics, philosophy, pbyaica,
ligion, and sociology. Study is also pouihle
partments that do not offer majors: educa1
military science, fine arts, and physical
Students at Wofford may take certain
courses which will prepare them for certifi,
in public secondary schools, and for admiuioa
of law, medicine, dentistry, engineering, or
The college recognizes that its stated P'
its students (I ) to acqnire knowledge of t
nvironment, and man's institutions and
to develop competence in the use of the took
niques for learning; and (3) to discover a
and motivation for learning throughout thmdistinctive feature of a Wofford education ia
with attitudes and values, as well as with f1
in an atmosphere of Christian community.
modified its programs to include new and
terial and approaches. but there has been
hange in W offord 's concept of the purpoee
reason for a liberal education.
The academic year at Wofford is divi. .
parts : a fall semester of four months; an
ing of the month of January ; and a spring
months.

THE INTERIM PROGRAM
The Interim program al
member and each student from many of die
ommitments of the semester and permita
ntra te for a month on a single project of
Interim projects are designed to move beym
classroom courses and teaching methods, to
portanl topics in relevant ways and places, to
in action, to develop capacities for inde
and to encourage the responsible self-di
tional development.
In the semesters, students and faculty talm
ducational program that seeks to embody ...
the best accepted and proved traditiom f•
obtaining a liberal education. While that '

of new materials and new ap·
Wofford, the Interim program has innovation
t as its keynotes. The Interim permits and
teachers and students to explore the new and
in so doing to run risks that cannot be justi·
has its particular merits.
tudents and fa culty
,f u} completion of an approved Interim
ltadent is awarded four hours of credit toward
'nie "grade" designations of Pass with HonNo Credit are used in noting the quality of
·'1 Interim work , and this system of evaluation
gent'ral philosophy of the Interim , allow
participate in Interim projects for which they
full background, without incurrin g great ri sk
the over-a11 picture of their academic perrequired credit for Interim participation
ltudent has received No Credit may be mad
lpeclal summer projects, durin g the course of
academic work may be und ertaken.
satisfactory participation in one Interim
ueh of a student's years of full-tim e academi
'ord i11 a requirement for e-raduation. *
·• eeela 1tudent must participate successfully in one Interim

twnt1 ..1x lt'm"'4ter hours or <redil (twenty-seven for stu·
.... Wofford June I. IU72. nnd theren ftert earned through
'Walford, or one p1·0Ject for ench year of academic work here.
wllo eomplete a ll course-work requiremenL• at Wofford in

t Hall Education Program (RHE P ) strive

the traditional classroom as the primary sour
RHEP emphasizes student self-direction in
ia taught and largely directed by students.
program maintains a close learning relation·
the Wofford faculty, student body, adminisand the Spartanburg community al large.
ia designed to involve Wofford student
the many problems and needs which fac

9
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mankind , and to provide opportunities
student-led seminars and faculty-student pl1
for students to explore many of these probl•
portunities are also provided for students to
and directly confront each other with original
tions, and possible solutions to some of the p
by the present generation.
Overall the program attempts to: (1) a
students with the major issues of today; (2)
in dealing with confli cting opinions on im
( 3) involve students in working together ti
solutions of the problem s they face; and, (4)
dents to apply what they learn in the classroom
of personal and social concern.
The Residence Hall Education Program ii
the academic requirements for all freshmen. T1
hours may be earned by successfully compl'
m esters of RHEP b y freshmen entering y,
fall of 1972 and therea fter.
The Director of the program and the R
Student Committee serve in an advisory cap<
ing specifi c projects and problems to be
bring to th e campus outstanding persons wia'
related to each project. Upperclassmen parti,'
program on a voluntary basis.

COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS
The course and program opportunities
ford are supplemented by a cooperative c:
arrangement recently developed between
neighboring Converse CoJlege. In permitting
ither institution to register on a space-avai
certain courses offered at the other college bat
own, this arrangement provides a significant
the number and types of courses available to
Converse students. Also, it is an excellent e
institutional cooperation, developed in the in·
fi cient use of educational r esources, of uncom:
vision for students' access to the recognised
trengths of each institution, and of fostering a

hetween two colleges of similar purpose.
in addition, Wofford has joined in coopera·
,lion-programs with Spartanburg Junior Colarea of law enforcement education, with the
ivenity of South Carolina in a joint curriculum
IMith the B.S. and M.D. degrees in five calendar
with Columbia University in a two-degree five:um in liberal arts and engineering.
information on these and other cooperative
II offered in other sections of this catalog or
on inquiry at the office of the Registrar or of
the College.

11
College accepts students and employs faculty
nnel solely upon their qualifications. There
tion on the basis of race, color, or national
1

d Benjamin Wofford , a local minister of
' · Episcopal Church, South, died in the town
·g, S. C., December 2, 1850. He left in his will
of one hundred thousand dollars to the South
Conference "for the purpose of establishing and
a college for literary, classical, and scientific
to be located in my native district, Spartanof the amount was to he laid aside as a
endowment.
was given by the Legislature of South Caro6, 1851. Suitable buildings having been
,president and professors were elected November
. the College was opened August l , 1854 with
members and seven students. Since that time
been suspended, though for a period during
Yar it was not above the grade of a classical
the close of the war, college classes were again
1tion of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally
time it was made. No Methodist in America
IO large an amount to religious or educational
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objectives. The will of the founder was clear, 80
difficulty or doubt has arisen in carrying out ill
details.

LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS
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The College is located in the City of Sp
which, with an altitude of nearly 900 feet above ea
possesses an unusually healthful climate. Sparta
also been long noted as a community with an ex1
social, intellectual, and religious atmosphere.
modern commercial city, is still retains the c
vantages of a college community, offering from ··
time opportunities for h earing outstanding leaden
nation in the intellectual and artistic world.
The Collee:e campus consists of about seventy-file

BUILDINGS
Wofford College is proud of its physical plant
onsists of thirty-five buildings, a stadium, several
field s, and other atWetic facilities. In the past few
seven new structures, including a three-level library,
us center, and two residence halls which contaia
vidual sleeping-studying rooms, have been built. Two
buildings have been completely reconstructed.

THE SANDOR TESZLER LIBRARY
The Sandor Teszler Library is a three level,
tioncd building with seating accommodations for 385
ers. The huiJding has been in service since the fall of
On March 27, 1971 the library was dedicated and
for Sandor Teszler, a well known textile magnate.
There are more than 105,000 volumes in the
ollections including hound journals and microfilmei
\ena\s. ~'ne Wnrary regu1ar1y receives about 745
and newspapers; and maintains extensive back
journals for research. Books and journals are
and maintained to support the college curriculum.
In addition to the general hook collections there
approximately 5,000 volumes in the library's Special

GENERAL STATEMENT

Department, including important scholarly hooks

16th and 17th Centuries. Checklists to portions of
collection have been published and the materials are
known and more accessible to scholars.
!)ho housed in the library are the Wofford College
, and material of the Historical Society of the
Carolina Conference of the United Methodist
various departments of the library are under the
ion of Professional Librarians. The staff is availto assist library users in locating mate rial and exthe library's resources.

,5 OF THE LIBRARY
Frie11ds of the Library was established in the fall
. This is an informal organization of people who
to contribute fund s, or library materials, to further
development of the library. It is formal recognition of
haa become a tradition, since library holdings have
:tly been augmented through gifts in the past.
library has been enriched by gifts from the per·
libraries of friend s of the College-L. D. Gillespie;
W. W. Duncan, E. Toland Hodges, Edwin D.
in; Professors Herman Baer, Jr., David Duncan,
, Rembert; Presidents James H. Carlisle, William M.
1tman; and Ahamni A. D. Betts, and J. Thomas Pate.
Other friend s of the College have established memorial
aa endowments to add to, or establish, collections of
The College would like to recognize their generosProfessor and Mrs. Warren DuPre, the Sunday School
of the Pine Grove United Methodist Church in MarlCounty, Mrs. J . Thomas Pate, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss,
Dr. Louis B. Wright.

;tlONAL STANDING
oftord College is a member of the Southern Associa-

ol Co\\ege'll and ~~noo\.,,, oi the ~ou\neTD "\Jnivenit~
:nee, of the National Association of Metb.odist
1\a and Colleges, and of the South Carolina Associa-

13
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Wofford is the only private college in South
with a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. The CoU.
granted its Charter in Au gust, 1940. The Wofford
known as Beta of South Carolina, was installed in J.
1941. Eli gibility for membership in the Phi Beta
Society is based upon scholarly achievements, hiP
acter, and special extracurricular inteJlectual at- ·

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

14

College life with its various interests offers op
for the development and enrichment of the pe
the student, for developing in him a sense of res
for discoverin g his capacity for leadership, and for
him to realize the value of effective cooperative
toward common ends. The many and varioua
activities in which students engage are, therefore,
o;arded as sidelines to the main purpose-the
}car-headed men of strong character, who know
xpress themselves intelligently and effectively in tM
tical affairs of life. Insofar as they contribute to
portant end, student activities are encouraged and
thcti cally directed by the Faculty.

RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES
Wofford College, for over a century the South
Methodist college for men , is a Christian inati1
to create an atmosphere congenial to the
ment of Christian character both by general infl~
direct instruction. It insists that members of the f1
men of approved religious character and that they
ate sympathetically in maintaining and deve),
religious life of the campus. In the matter of
instruction its departments of Religion and Pl
offer appropriate courses in Bible, ethics, and
history and thou ght. In his own reli gious develo
tudent r eceives encouragement and guidance
fa culty, from reli gious programs and frequent
lures, an annual period of R eligious Emphaaia,
activities of stud ent r eli e:ious organizations.

ASSOCIATION
former students of Wofford College are members of
ni Association.
gh the Annual Fund the members of the AssocialiaYe an opportunity to make their loyalty to th
tangible.

STUDY PROGRAM
general, carefully planned programs of foreign study
Ileen very successful and are highly recommended.
ire, the College will permit a qualified student to
a year in study abroad ( preferably the Junior year )
it is felt that the student will b enefit from such
.unity.
Wofford does not have its own " Junior Year
program, a number of programs under the sponof other colleges and universities are open to our
In the past, Wofford men in these programs hav
in Scotland, Austria, France, and Germany.
llDdent contemplating such a program of stud y should
the Registrar and the Dean of the College at W ofThf! ~perifi c courses in which the student plans to
mmt be approved by the Dean and the chairman of
.rtment in which the student is majoring. After
a dent's grades have been evaluated by the R egistrar
Dem, as much as thirty semester hours of credit may
:p ted for a year of full-tim e acceptable work. Pro.
1te credit will b e granted for less than full-tim

uioua other opportunities for foreign study are availCollege encourage
.lion in them as well. Mature, capable students
m a broadening of their perspectives and who
in their area of major interest may be enhanced
study experiences, are ure:ed to look further into
pograms listed below:
1) The Wofford Interim program , whi ch has involved
in study projects in Switzerland , Italy, Mexico
lovakia, Spain, England , Germany, Ireland , Canad Greece.
(Z) The Institute of Mediterranean Studies, with

15
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which Wofford is associated and which sponeon
aeological seminars in the Near East. Up to six
hours of credit may be earned through this progrm
Religion Department course offerings for further '
tion ).
(3) The seven-week summer session at the Uni
of Graz, Austria , sponsored jointly by Wofford ...
era] other colle;res are members of the Associ11'
Colleges and Universities for International-Inti
Studies (ACUIIS ). In this program , Wofford stu
afforded the unusual opportunity of spending a s·
study and travel in Europe while at the same time
six semester hours of credit.
A central concern of the Graz experience is to
students the opportunity to achieve a deeper unde
of international issues through a weU-integrated
of travel and study. The curriculum is designed ti
advantage of the unjque location of Graz, which ia a
ral hridgc between Eastern and Western Europe.
Studies focus on the Balkan area, the Soviet
East Central Europe, and, to a lesser degree, f1
E urope, and the curriculum includes courses in die
ernmeot, forei gn policy, economics, art, religion,
history, and educational systems of these areas.
A ten.day fi eld-study is included in the
Cl asses meet Monday throu gh Thursday, leaving
weekends for sidetrips which students may wish to
on their own.
The cost is kept at an unusually reasonable In
includes two-way air fare to Austria from one
parture point, six hours tuition, the ten-day fiel1
room, and one mea l per day. In th e ~nmmcr 1972
basic cost was about $925.
For further information conta
tive of ACUIIS.

ARM'1 Rl:Sl:RVE OfflCER lRAlNlNG CORPS
EnroUment in ROTC is entirely voluntary. A
must take a physical examination prior to enro
either the basic course or the advanced course. Bodi
basic course and advanced course stress Jeadenbip.

ic Course- The Basic Course is general in nature
'ii intended to provide the student with a basic knowlof thr funrtiom , rc8ponsihiliti cs. oqranizations and
of the Army. It also provides the student with

of the basic skills that a soldier normaUy acquir
Basic Training. There is no military oh]if!alion
as a result of enrolling in the Basic Course.
·anced Course- The Advanced Course is more com,ive and detailed in scope than is the Basic Course.
.res the student for the r esponsibilities and obligalae incurs when commissioned a Second Lieutenant.
'.on to the Advanced Course is very selective and
competitive; aU who apply a.re not always accepted.
Army pays each cadet a monthly allowance of Sl00.00
'cipatin11: in the Advanced Program. The student
tctept a military service obligation to enroll in th e
d Course.

addition to normal classroom and leadership JahoraICtivities the ROTC has several ex tracurricular activithat it sponsors. These activities include the ROTC
Team, the Morgan Rifles Drill Team, the ROTC
and a chapter of the N ational Military Honor Soof Scabbard and Blade.

DEFERMENTS
'lmollment in the ROTC does not in itse\£ act as a
1ent from Selective Service. The Professor of MiliScience is authorized , however, to sign "Deferment
·acts" with eligible students. Deferments will not b e
to Freshmen stud ents until after successful como{ one t.emesler. To be eli~ible for deferment a
must he in good standing in both his academic and
courses. Deferments in effect will he reviewed
'1c1lly to ascertain whether the student is entitled
';n his deferment.

17

dmission to the College
Admission to Wofford College is open to all persons
good character who can demonstrate the potential for
ge level work in the environment fostered at Wofford.
College seeks students who are ready to assume re·
1nsibility for their own lives-for their personal berior, for their search for human understanding, and for
ir own learning, and will continu e efforts to enroll stu·
.18 from a variety of racial, economic and geographic
grounds. All sin gle male students, except those com·
.ting from their homes or the homes of immediate r ela(i. e. grandparents, aunts or uncles, brothers or
'·ers), are r equired to live in th e college resid ence halls.
the college has no campus hou sing facilities for
en, all female stud ents mu st live at home and are
pted as day students only.

,TES OF ENTRANCE
Freshmen and transfer students may enter in Septem·
"Febrnary (may beg in with January Interim ), June or

y.

UCATION PROCEDURES
Application materials will be sent on request. Wofford's
~\cation packet consists of:
1- Application for Ad missio n

All applicants are urged to submit their application and
.00 non-refundabl e application fee at th e end of their
'w year or early in their senior yea r, hut applications
be accepted until th e class is fiU ed.
11- Secondary School Reco rd (T ro nscri pt )

Generally, records should be submitted upon the com·
ion of the junior yea r or at the end of the first semester
the M'nior yrar. Howeve r, transcripts may he required
my time during the application process.
Ill -

Appra isal of Applic ont

Appraisal form s mu st h e submitted directly from two
Mduals (one from a current or recent teacher , the

c:__
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otl1e1· from some other responsible citizen of your
munity ).
T est Scores-Offi cial Record or Standardized
cor
Either S. A. T . or A. C. T. scores from th
ters or hi gh school officials arc required.
Form IV -

Medicol History ond Physicol Ex o minat ion

This form is not mailed to ca ndidates until they
hcrn accrplrrl. Thi ;; form m11:>t hr fill<'rl out h~· t'd
dividual and by his physician , and it must be maiW
the physician to the De an of Admissions one month
lo the applicant's enrollment date.

20

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS AND CAMPUS VISITS
Although personal int erviews are not Fpccifically
quired , interested stude nts are urged to visit the
and talk with a re pre;icntativc of th e college. In
make th e visit as informative as po!'!'ibk. we !'U!!l!ell
a rran geme nts be made throu gh the Admission~
lca;it one week in advance. Inte rviews arc from 9 to I!
2 to 4 on week da ys and 9 to 12 on Saturdays. Admi
Office tele phone numbe r is area code 803- 585-4821,
ten sion 275. On an invitation basis the college bu
nizcd hospitality weeke nds twice a year for j union
seniors. Because of limited accommoda tions, appl
nt c rtain ed onrr in the ir junior year and
nior year. For furth e r information about the
i:rram , contact th e Admi!'!lions Offi

NOTIFICATION, REPLY DATES
AND RESERVATION DEPOSITS
Applicants will be notifi ed of th
mi ssions Committee as soon as the application i~ co1
The Co11egc subscribes to th e Candidates' Rrply
whirh is May l. However, th e college appreciates
no tifi <'d as soon as th e applicant has mad<' his dcci•
The le tter of ronfirmation acccptin:r the offer ti
miss ion must be accompanied hy a non-refundable $11
advance deposit applicable to the first semester biD
rc~idcnl !'tudents and a SS0.00 non-refundable depolil
day students.

ADMISSION TO COLLEGE

IDARDS FOR ADMISSION
The Wofford student bod y comes from a wid
lefe>ndary school background s. Thus, th
'uee docs not prescribe a rigid set of course requircRather, each individual is judged on his m e rit as a
1tial Wofford student. The set of recommendation
below arc guid elines and specific omi ss ions in no
mould discourage th e applicant from applying.
Applicants for regular admi!lsion should submit 16 a\;)t' unit~ upon :rracluation from hi gh sc hool. Ordi• tht'~C units should include:
En~ is h

Mathemati
Scienc1
Foreign Languag
Social Studies

4
2
2
2
2

year
years
years (Laboratory )
year
years

lives arc a third or fourth year in a
and an additional year of mathematic
ice.

Aa applicant

who has not met th ese recomm endations

who otherwise has a reasonably good academic record
an acrr<'ditcd school is encouraged to apply. Th
Committee will give full consideration to hi
' as a Wofford studenl.

'•ion~

ounselor's recomme ndation
the Wofford admission

xtracurriccounselor'

Y DECISION PLAN
1dents with satisfactory high school records, whos
collep:e preference is Wofford , arc invited to apply
tht' Early Decision Plan. These students applying
the Early Decision Plan must tak
de Te8t (SAT ) or the American College Testing
(ACT) not later than the summer preceding th
·.np: of their final year in hi!?h school and must sub-
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mit th e admissions appli cation prior to November IS
::enior y<'ar. Applicant will b e n oti fied by Decemh«

ADMISSION OF NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRAi
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Stucl cnls who have compl eted a minimum of 14
abl e units in hi gh school and who desire lo enter
without previously obtainin g a hi gh school dip
rc rtifi cal<' will h e carefull y consid e red by the Co1
on Admi s~ i o n s with th <' followin g guid<'linrs a ~
policies :
l . Th e 14 units mu st b e in the area of colle~e
lory work and th e work mu st have been completed
acade mi c level that is good to supe rior.
2. As a minimum , the standardized
total above the ave ra ge total scores of the present
man class at Wofford.
3. As evide nced in an intervie w with a member
admiss ions staff. th e applicant must possess sufficie
lurity of thou ght and social b e havior compatible
that of the age group with whi ch he will associate •
coll ege.
4. Th e applicant must h e rccomm
priat e hi gh school offi cial for consid
unusual educational opportunity.
Oth e r pe rsons who have, by m eans other than die
mal procedure of college e ntrance, obtained the
of the require ments for admi ss ion will be conaideM
an individual basis. Consult the Dean of Admi88i•
furth e r information.

TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
Candidates submitting eviden
pursued in anothe r institution of hi gher learning are
ble for admission with advanced standing, provitW
au~. e\\)!,1.b\e foT Te anmi"O"O\on \o \ne \n"O\\tut\on \ut
and meet the regulations governing readmission of
to Wofford CoUegc. Stude nts with unsati sfactory
or conduct record s at oth e r institutions are only
if the re are extremely extenuatin g circumstances
time inte1·vals, su ch as military or work experienee,

give clear evidence to our Committee on Admissions
admission should be granted.
Applicants for admission who have attended other colmult submit complete records of all high school and
work to the Committee on Admissions. Failure to
iteuch records may constitute cause for dismissal from
Collep;e. Wofford College will accept a grade of D inelsewhere in the first semester or quarter of a course
t to Wofford's General Education Courses if that
ie a prerequisite to a subseque nt course on which
lladent made a B or b e tter. Similarly, a student who
a D elscwher
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accept-

1\e maximum amount o( credit acce\)table from a
college is sixty-two 8cmeste r hours, exclusive of
in ba~ic military scie nce or physical education.
:er students should b e re minded that the senior year
(30 semester hours} must b e completed at Wofford

SSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
tudent who desires. followin g withdrawal from Wofto return must apply for readmission to the Registrar.
a student during his absence from the college has atany other institution of hi ghe r learnin g, he must
it an official transcript of su ch work , to ~e th c r with a
nt of honorable dismissal from that institution.

FOR NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION
1

-College Level Examination Program

'oftord College aecep\'O up \o ?><\ ct en\\-houxs fot "Oa\\'0acorcs (50th percentile or higher } on the College
'Examination Progtam. It is recommended that appli-

ADMISSION TO COLLEGE
CATALOG OF WOFFORD COLLEGE

ants to Wofford Co11ege who anticipate receiving
lion and credit for general education requirelllflllll
major requirements take the appropriate subject IN
aminations. Those examinations would b e the foll
receive cred it for the respective courses:
oll •1re Levtl Subject
Examinations
Englf• h Composition
Analy1is nnd lnterpretatlon of L iterature
Enr:lis h Literature

Worford Equiv ultnt
Engli.<h

I 01

English 102
Engl ~ h 200, 201, or 202
Natu ral Science
Requi rement
Nntur1tl Scie nce
llequ irement
Natural Science
Hequi rement
H istory 101 a nd 102

Other subject area tests are accepted
other departments. Students interested in knowing
pted under what conditions should

'r enlisted men who have served at least six
on active service in the armed forces may b e
three hours credit for this experience. If they
for two years or more, they may receive six hours
Officers may receive up to 18 semester hours credit,
ii equivalent to the number of hours a cadet in the
'• ROTC Program must earn to be commissioned.
no circumstances will these credits be granted in
to ROTC hours or basic P.E. hours previously or

USAFl-UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES IN:

SUMMER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM FOR
SCHOOL STUDENTS BETWEEN
AND SENIOR YEARS

Biol o~-y

Gen era l Chemi•try
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Wolford College will accept up to 12 hours of course
'· in the liberal arts and sciences conducted by correce with a regionally accredited college or universit y
a student who has never matriculated at Wofford

Geology
Weste rn Civil iza tion

Up to 30 hours of credits are accepted by the
from veterans who h ave participated in this p
duca tion. Th e college uses the gui deline published
American Council on Education, "A Guide to the
lion of Educat ional Experiences in the Armed
to determjnc acceptability of each
validation.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT
\..~~~~~~~~~~\so.'-~"'-~""~
credit acceptable scores (3 or higher) made on teatl
Adva nced Placement Program admini stered by the
Entrance Examination Board. The hi gh ecbool
hould consult his guidance counselor about takils
tests and write the R egistrar of Wofford College to
mine what scores and tests would be accepted by

partments at the College.

efford College offers the Summer Advancement Profer rising high school seniors which will allow quali-

lbldents to attend Wofford during the summer pretbeir senior year.
Summer Advancement Program gives a student the
ity to enroU in regular college courses. Credit
in these courses may b e applied toward the student's
mould he enter Wofford as a full time student upon
ition from high school. Transfer of credits earned
the Wofford Summer Advancement Program to
co\\egea is subject to approval by such institution.,.
program will provide the high school student an
1t opportunity to become acquainted with college
ad it will also assist him in selecting courses of study
1enior year of hi gh school which will improve his
d in college level courses.
Summer Advancement Program has the same
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chedule as the summer session calendar. The p:
divided into two five-week terms. Classes are
Monday through Friday.
Eli gibility for the Summer Advancement
based on hi gh school acad emi c performance, and
mendations from guidance counselors and teachen.
ardized test scores will also be considered. Admil
o:rantcd on an individual basis but a general guidelill
li gibility is to rank in the top quarter of the
high school class. Application may be made by
the Dean of Admissions, Wofford College.

mmer School 1973
Wofford College Summer School begins on Monends on Friday, Au gust 17. The session
into two terms of five weeks each. Registration
fmt term takes place on Monday, J une 11, heginat 9:00 A. M. Registration for the second term take
on Monday, J uly 16. For further information consult
r school catalog or the Registrar.

Jane 11, and

PURPOSE AND PROGRAMS
Summer School
ti:
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PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS
During the week immediately p receding the o
olJ cge. all Freshmen are given placement test~. on the
of which they are assigned to proper sections inc
English, mathematics and foreign languages. The
test data becomes the basis for individual couneeliag
the student with respect to academic and personal
men ts.

l offer through a cooperative program with Clemson
'.ty graduate credit courses on the Wofford campu
may be used for teacher certification or eraduat

provide teachers with opportunities to take cour,..,for certification.
allow both colJege students and recently graduated
1ebool students an opportunity to accelerate their
toward earning a bachelor's degree.
f. permit high school rising seniors to take colleg
during the summer and receive credit for the
when the student graduates from high school and
Wofford.
5. encourage presently enrolled college students to make
Sf deficiencies they may have incurred.

Coones are given five periods a week, Monday through
, during each term and carry a credit of three or
eemester hours each. The )ength ol the dass session is
hour and forty minutes. The maximum credit a student
earn during a term is seven semester hours.
Vlrious state hoards of education have different rules
granting professional credits toward teachers' certifiand teachers should acquaint themselves with these
before enroJlin~ in th e summer school courses. The

27
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State Department of Education in South Carolina
a complete revision of certification requirement&
requirements specify in some detail the edoca•'
ing for certification. It should he noted that theee
ments include professional courses in education
cialized training in content or subject matter.
During th e Wofford Summer School certain
cou.rses will be offered with credit given by CJ,
versity. The student should consult the Wofford
School catalog for additional information.
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eral Academic
ulations
1cademic year is divided into two semesters and a
Interim. The official College Calendar is printed.
front of this catalog. All students are expected to
1t on the dates indicated unless special exceptions
by the Registrar.

ULATION, REGISTRATION,
ENROLLMENT
'· ation and matriculation take place in Main
at the beginning of each semester. All students
·ngitter on the date prescribed in the College Calen·
,ta registering after the prescribed date for regis·
will be charged a $5.00 late registration fee. A11
are required to matriculate at the beginning of
·IDleller and to obtain from the Controller a receipt.
.t is permitted to register later than the date
in the Calendar fo r " Final day for late registra·
• Details concerning registration for the Interim are
early in the fall semester.
an and Sophomore schedule cards must he ap·
by their faculty advisers. Junior and Senior stu·
ecbedole cards must be approved by the chairman
department in whi ch they are majoring. All student
cards calling for more or less than the normal
load (see the following section for normal course
I) muet be approved by the Registrar.

The normal course load is four courses of three or four
.er hours each for two semesters and one four-hour
project. In addition , freshmen participate in the
ice Hall Education Program, and sophomores take
Physical Education.
lint &emester freshmen may take no more than the
course load. Any student who in the preceding sehas received graduation credit for at least four full
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ourses with better than a C average (at least one 8)
take additional work with the permission of the
as long as it does not exceed 17 hours ( incJud~
oncurrently taken at another college, but cxclueiwe
one-hour basic military science, RHEP, and Phyeial
cation courses). Qualified students may petition the
trar in writing for permission to take more than
hours. The student will be charged a per hour fee hr
hour above seventeen h ours if the petition is gr:
Students who desire to carry fewer than nine
hours must have the permission of the Registrar
they wish to live in the residence halls, of the
Students.
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hu been excused by the Dean of the College, may
an examination on the payment of !5.00 to the
r of the College. Th e examination mu st be taken
mid-term of the following semester.

ON ACADEMIC PROGRESS
the end of each semester reports of scholarship will
to the parents or guardians of all students. At midand the end of the Interim r eports will be sent to
or guardians of students who incur NC's and the
will include only courses or projects in which the
has incurred an NC. However , all grades are reat mid-semester on first semester freshmen.

GRADING SYSTEM
Effective June l , 1971, the grading system ie u f1
A-Superior; B-Good ; C-Clearly Passin~;
Credit or not qualified to receive A, B, or C; ..
Withdrawal. The "W" is granted entirely at the
of the instructor, but it is never i,!iven uni<'~~ r'
the student.
Only grades of Pass, Pass with Honors, and No
are given for work done during the Interim
RHEP program and required Physical Education
An I or Incomplete indicates that the student
completed all the work required in the course and a
determination can not be made at the regular •'
Incompletes must be made up not later than mi

m

~(!. t~\l~-..~~"'~'l'l.\.~'-U. ~ 't:Ltt.~\. ~~~<t.' <t.""L.\.,<t.'&t\i
C~T CUIDS\ances

as OetermioeO by the instructor
R egistrar. The notation Incomplete is used only
Interim work, and then only with the expectatim
will be in effect for no longer than one week after
of the Interim month , by which time al1 work
completed and final evaluation made. Incompl
made up by these dates will be automatically
NC.

EXAMINATIONS
Final examinations in all subjects are held in
and May. A stud,ent absent from an examinatioa,

the end of each semester a Dean's List is compiled of
,ts who have obtainecl an avcra ~c grade of higher
full
and who have not received an NC or I. The nam
adent may be withdrawn from the Dean's List at
the student fails to maintain a satisfactory stand·
eeholarship and conduct.

B (i.e., three B's and one A) in at least four

HONORS
1\1

who achieve various degrees of. academic ex·

at "fJ ollord C..o\\e~e arc l);radua\eo w\\\, one oi

\n

honors, cum laude, magna cum Laude, or srimma
'• Qua1ificatioos for these honors are undergoing
lince the advent of the new grading system. They
made public in the fall of 1972.

1ENTS FOR GRADUATION
'.dates for degrees who entered Wofford College
to June 1, 1972, must complete 120 hours including
education and major requirements. Within this
a candidate must pass at least 32 courses of 3 or 4
hours each (suspended for candidates who graduor before August 1973), plus required Physical Edu-
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ation, Residence Hall Education Program, and
Projects. Candidates for degrees who entered Woff1
lcl?e after June l , 1972, must complete 124 houn,
ourses, general education and major require:
the required number of Interim Projects.

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT

32

The senior year of work (last thirty hours)
ompleted at Wofford College. In extremely e
circumstances (such as the unavailability in the
year of required courses) , students may he
take up to eight hours of course work at an
nior college or university other than Wofford
The student must obtain the approval of the Repetnr
Chairman of the Department prior to takin,; the

GENERAL ACA DEMIC REGULATIONS

to take course work al another institution of higher
must take such work at an accredited senior
or university if he expects this work to apply
the requirements for a degree from Wofford ColThe student mu st secure advance approval of th
and of the chairman of the departments in which
t de11ires to take such cour

.WAL FROM COLLEGE
Colle,;c, sincerely interested in the welfare of both
t and the institution , requfres a personal exit
with either the A.ssi%tant Dean oi the College, th
tf Students, or the Registrar of any student who plan
U from the College. In extenuating circum·
mch interviews mi ght he conducted by telephon
cme of the administrators specified above.

REGULATIONS FOR ADDING
OR DROPPING COURSES
The student must acquire a Drop-Add form rr.·
Office of the Registrar and obtain the written
of the instructor to drop or add a course. The fora
be returned to the Registrar for his approval.
The notation NC or W will be recorded for any
dropped after the last day for class changes ia
mester.

REPEATING COURSES
Any course may be repeated ; however, c
will he awarded only once.

CLASS STANDING
For a student to rank as a Sophomore, he mllll
to his credit a minimum of twenty-four semester
as a Junior, filty·tJVc tJerne11t er }JourtJ; a s a Senior,
"o u• o• t ur fa oure.

OFF-CAMPUS COURSES
Any student who has accumulated 62 semester
xclusive of up to six hours in military science, ...

ltudent who wishes to audit a course may do so on
the consent of the instructor and R egistrar. Th
may be recorded as "Audit" upon the request of
adent and the recommendation of the instructor.

S COURSES
eenior student may, at the discretion of the CurricuCommittee and the Faculty, be a1Iowed to carry an
course during the regular academic year. Honor
are subject to the following regulations:
Any honors course may count as part of the major
1ent in any field.
A student shall he allowed to participate in an hon·
pogram upon approval by his major department.
Only students having a grade of " B" or better in all
taken during his previous two r egular semesters al
11hall hf' f'li,s:rihJ,. t o participate- in an

)~onors

pro.

Upon mutual consent of department and student, th
·nt shaJJ submit to the Curriculum Committee a
that the student be allowed to participate in an
program. The request shall be accompanied by a
1t concerning the general nature of the work to be
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4. An_ b.onn
{\~(\~ 'lll.3...V,
niors and wi1l arry a maximum credit of 6
hou rs and will r eive a t?rade of Pass. Pass Witli
or No Credit.
5. The cou rse, if compl eted satisfactorily, 1haD
tered on the student's permanent record with a
ffect that it is an honors cou rse. Also, the S'
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honors program.
6. A student may be removed from an honon
at any tim e if, in th e jud gment of the department,
is not of suffi cient merit to justify his continuing.
7. An honors course is not to h e subject to die
limit on course load.
8. Each stud ent completin g an honors cour11e
pare and submit to his instru ctor three copies of an
describin g the work done in the course. The d
shall then place one copy in the student's perm
and one copy in the college library. It is expected
department will k eep the third copy in its own fila
9. Applications for honors courses should he
least in time for consideration by the Currieulna
miltce at its last sch eduled meeting in the student'•
year, or where circumstances do not permit such
a special meeting of th e Curriculum Committee to ..
prior to the first Faculty Meeting of his senior ye&
10. At the discretion of the department an
ourse may be taken in Jieu of the research paper
200 in hi s department.

IN-COURSE HONORS
Qualified Wofford students may elect Jn.Coone
in accordance with th e followin g regulations:
I. EuCIBILITY. The student must meet the followilg
mal requiremnets.
A. At least one previous semester at Wofford.
B. B average, either cumulative or current.

,~£FOR APPLICATION AND APPROVAL

Written request for ln·Course Honors must be pre·
•led to the course instructor.
! planned program of study must b e submitted befare the end of the third week of the semester. A
apecial form for thi s purpose will be available to the
lbldent in the offi ce of the R egistrar. The complete
form will be retained by the course instructor or
atil the end of the semester and then used for a
report, in space provided, to the Dean of the College.
Approval of application and program of study must
lie obtained from the course instructor, the department chairman, and the Dean of the College.
VISE HONORS REQUIR EMENTS, PROCEDUR ES, AND

Cnorr.
quirements of the
iqalar course, includin g th e final examination.
No credit may be given for In-Course Honors unless
tile etudent earns a grade of at least B on both th
..,.War course and the In-Course Honors work. (The
arade on one shall not affect the grade on the other. )

1. consist of independent study, under tutorial guidmce;

I. eshibit "plus qualiti es" such as initiative, creativ·
ity, intellectual curiosity, critical thinking, sound
methodology;
S. include a terminal essay which analyzes or ex·
hibits the results of the study;
4. culminate in an oral examination by a committ
(appointed by the department chairman) of thre
faculty members including the course instructor
Cu chairman ) and preferably one person from
another discipline. The length of the examination
ehall not exceed approximately one hour.
Upon satisfactory completion of In-Course Honors
tile instructor will report the regular course grad
with the suffix H added to the course number and
with the signatures of at least two of the examiner
appearing on the report card.
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E. The Registrar will add the H
number on the student's record and allow •
mester hour credit for the honors work in
to th e reLrular course credit.

IV.
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LI M ITATIONS.

A. No student may
ors course per sem ester.
B . No student shaU be penaliz
take honors work. H e may, without honon.elll
or A's in the r egul ar course.
C. No fa culty member is obligated to comply wi6
requ est of a student for In-Course Honon.
D. No first semester facul ty person shall give
Honors; h e should direct the interested studml
th e department chairman for other possible
men ts.

CLASS ATTENDANCE
1. All students are expected to attend a11 da~scs

...a

~"'-~~~ ~~~<t~~ """'~~~ ~~~<t~'-"~~ '"'~'- \.~

2.

College for his approval a Required Class Withdrawal
Form for the student. The Dean of the College will
inform the instructor, th e student, and other intereeted parties of the required withdrawal.
Alleences from MiUtary Science and Physical Education
el-. wi11 be governed by these two departments.
·A mces from class do not excuse a student from meetall academic course requirements. In such cases th
.or will determine whether make-up work will
permitted or required. However, a student who i
....t from a final examination may r eceive permission
the Dean of the College to take such an examina"- at a \ater date; p ermission w\\\ b e gT an\ed only \n
atremely extenuatin g circumstances.

EMIC PROBATION AND EXCLUSION
ri ght to require the withholarship is not satisfactory
of those who, for any reason, are rc{!arded as not in
with the ideals and standards that the ColJcge seek
' 1\1in. No student on academic probation may repthe Colle~e in any extra-curricular activity. Th
of academi c probation is to warn a student and to
laim in improvin g the character of his work.
August 31 of each year, to remain in good standin g
must have passed for graduation credit the numfull courses (3 or 4 semester hours) indi cated in th
table:

F'mt Year ---------------------- 6 full course
3.

student fails to show satisfactory '
ment, the instructor shall send to the Dea

Second Year -------- --------- -- 13 full courses
Third Year ------------------ 21 full cour
Fourth Year _ ----------------- 29 fu)] course
32 full courses
Fifth Year ---------- _____
and all other requirements for graduation
lludents currently enroJled, transfers, and irregular
the Dean of the CoJlege will establish equivalent
urea necessary to apply this rule.
Auguet 31 of each year, any student who fails to
die requirement for that year is placed on A.P. for
following. If be fails to meet the subsequent year's
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requirement a year later he is academically excluded,
ble to apply for re-admission after one semester. ft,
·ion at that lim e or Jater will depend on the etudad'a
record and promise of future success.
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1
chelor of Arts or
helor of Science Degree
l REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or
!or of Science are based on a broad distribution of
among the representative field s of human cultur
a concentration of studies within a special field. Th
of distribution is to give the student a general vi ew
• intellectual h erita ge and to broaden his outlook.
object of concentration is to aid the student in a parfield of scholarly achievement. These requirement
•gned to guide students into academic trainin g defor their growth , and they are basic to later study
tlrioue professions.
Stadents majoring in the humanities or social science
receive the B.A. degr ee. Students majoring in one of
utural sciences or psychology shall r eceive the B.S.
Those majorin g in mathemati cs will receive th
degree if they have fewer than 16 semester hours in
utural sciences. If they have 16 or more hours in the
aciences, they will receive the B.S. degree.
•lbadents desirin g to qualify for the B.A. degree must
a major from one of th e followin g departments :
',cs, English Language and Literature, Forei gn
, Government, Hi story, Math ematics, PhilosoRelipon, or Sociology.
ladents wishing to receive a B.S. degree must select a
from the followin g : Biology, Chemistry. Math"·
Physics, or P sychology.
'iaalre1ponsibility for meeting all degree req uirements
llii1a the 1tudents.

are awarded twice a year in May and Augu st.

ENTS FOR THE DEGREE
requirements for the B.A. and B.S. degrees listed
9Pplicable only for those students who enrolled
first time at Wolford College after June l , 1972.
students must consult the 1971-1972 catalog or
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either department the student may choose. The fol-

the R egistrar if there i& any doubt about their req,
for the degree. It is the responsibility of the
ascertain and meet hi& requirements for the co
the degree.
Semester Boan
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Engljsh
Fine Arts
Foreign Language
Humanities Seminar
Natural Science
History
Philosophy ~
Reli gion
Physical Education
RHEP
Major Work
Inte rims and Electives
for a total of

B.A.

B.S.

6
3
6
3
8

6

three semester houro.
shman.

s
6

s
16

12
2
2
18-32

124

In addition to the above, the college requiree ...
dent completing requ irements for the degree after
1973 to pass 32 three or four hour courses.
English 102, and one of the following 200, 201 or 202.
ix eemeM
Fine Arts

This requirement is me t by su
of the followin g cour
Art 201, 250, 303
Drama 250
Music 201 or 202
three or

twelve semester
This requirement is satisfied by the completion ti
ourse in each department plus one additional

History, Philosophy, Religion

courses will satisfy the requirements :
History 101, 102, 103
Philosophy 201, 211 , 221
Religion 201. 203. 205

41
requirement

in

eight semester hour.,.
h e satisfied by the completion
freshman year.* If, for any
- , this is not done, the requirement must h e met
•tiafactory completion of two semester courses in
lllDe department, chosen from the following list :
Biology 101, 102, 121, 122, 223, 224
Chemistry 123, 124
Geology 111, 112
Physics 121, 122
Psychology 331, 332. 341. 342
Degree

B.S. Degree
sixteen semeste.r hours.
requirement is satisfied by the completion in each
two departments of two courses chosen from the folIMriag list:
Biology 121, 122, 223, 224
Chemistry 123, 124
Geology 111, 112
Physics 121, 122
Psychology 331. 332. 341. 342

Hell Education Program
two semester hours.
requirement of all freshmen (and transfer stunotice to the Registrar an instructor may certify aat iaCactory
of the Natural Science r(!Quirement when warranted by the second
lmpl'OHlllellt of a • tudent who failed to pas• the Cl rat semester .

~"-C.i-\B-CR

dents with less than 24 hours) is met by
completion of two semesters of this program d,
to instiU in th e student an understanding and
ciation of the cosmi c problems and needs of
two semester
This requirement is sati sfi ed in the sophomore
comple ting P. E. 101 and 102.

C'i' Ml\':> CffiRt.t.

cognizant of the requirements for a
from Wofford College, as listed in the precedin g
The general education r equirements should be
.ed by the end of the sophomore year.

Physical Education,

eighteen to thirty-two semester
Major work consists of eighteen to thirty-two
hours in a major subject. A course open pri
Freshmen may not count as part of the major
Under no circumstances may a required course be
to satisfy the requirements of major work. A "C"
a ge in major work is r equired.
A student may not take more than thirty-six
hours toward a Bachelor's degree in any dep
Required Freshman and Sophomore courses shill
be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit.

Major W ork,
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Free Electives

In addition to the above, the student must elect
cient courses to complete the one hundred and twenty·
semester hours necessary for graduation.

OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES
Studenti with %\\\W,tt()t \\te\)ata\.\()n. in an.'j' ()( \ne
listed courses are encouraged (or may be required at
option of the department) to omit any of them on
th ey demonstrate sati sfactory proficiency in the ju·
of the department concerned. Students relieved of
required courses must still take one hundred and
four sem ester hours of course work in coHege, except
qualifyin g under the Advanced Placement progrm,
College Level Examination Program, or the College
m ent Test Program.

THE FRESHMAN AND
Each freshman will take four courses to inc1ude
courses prescribed by the college and one electite.

the Sophomore year, each
1t 1hall select, with the advice and guidance of the
.ent chairman, his major work. Many students who
postgraduate study, for example, in medicine or engi·
are advised to begin careful planning as early as
freshman year.
AMajor Work Form mu st be completed by each stuapproved by the chairman of the department in
the student intends to major, and filed with the
' - ar prior to the student's registration for the Junior
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Combined Courses and
Teacher Certification
Combined Academic-Engineering Courses
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Under an agreement between Wofford and
University made in 1952, a combined plan has
vised. Under this plan, inspired by a great need f•
liberally educated engineers, a student may follow a
cribed course at W o{ford for three years, during
time he must complete the basic graduation
at Wofford and also complete certain basic
mathematics and the physical sciences which are
for entry into the School of Engineering at ColumWI
vcrsity. Upon completion of these requirements and
m endation by the Faculty of Wofford Co1lege, the
is automatically accepted in the School of Engi
Columbia University. After successful completion
year at the professional school , the student may be
the Bachelor's degree at Wofford ; and after the
ssful year at the professional school, the
awarded the Bachelor of Science degree in Engi
Columbia.
The followin g table notes specific course requinm
For th e physical sequence, major requirements may ..
b y a combination of mathematics-physics. The
hould consult his pre-engineering adviser frequeadf.

COMB INED COURSES AND TEACHER CERTIFICATION

COURSE REQUIREMENTS -

hnauL

ENGINEERING
C H EM ICAL

SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE

COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA

201

Hist. 101, 102
Math. 121, 122
hem. 123, 124
Eng. 101, 102
Phil. (2 nd sem. ) 201

Lang. 101-102
Math. 151, 172
Eng. 201-202
Phys. 121, 122
Chem. 201-202
Phys. Edurotion 101, 102

Religion 251, 252
oc. Sri. 200, 210
Physics 253
hem. 312-322
hem. 322
Long. 201-202

EDUCATION PROGRAM
teacher education program at Wofford includes
allowing for full preparation for secondary school
and aome courses applicable toward elementary
certification. The Chairman of the Department of
·ion will advise the student who is interested in
tchool work in this state with respect to South CaroSlate Department of Education requirements for cerStudents interested in preparing for work in
state should write to the Stat e Department of
·ion in the capital city of that state for full certirequirements.
Cueful planning and selection of courses is required in
to satisfy both college requirements and those of
certification. The earlier in his college career the
registers his interest in teaching with the Departof Education, the more readily can this planning be
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ffectcd . The CoJlcgc can within reason assure the
of satisfactory fulfillment of certification requi
he consuJts not later than the second seme!ter of the
more year, and follows the prescribed courses in the
education program. Teacher education candidatee
elect a major (except physical education) in one el
ubject fi elds normally tau ght in the public schools.
tional time supplementing the regular four-year
ourse may be required by the program if studenh
later than the first semester of the Junior Year.
An outline of the Teacher Certification requi
in South Carolina, as administered at Wofford Collep,1
as follows :

COMBINED COURSES AND TEACHER CERTIFICATION

hours for certification as follows, (For course
each area which are specified by Wofford College
It the Department of Education or the department
d) :
Semester
Hours
F.aglish
Health and Physical Education

History
Llllguages
lathematics
Srience <Natural)
Seti1I Studies

36
24
18
18 to 30
18
18 to 30
30
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GENERAl EDUCAT\ON
ENDATION FOR CERTIFICATION
English
Biological and Physical Sciences
(Biology and one other science must be reprelellled.)'
Social Studies (in two fields, with not more
I
than six hours in one field.)
Music and Art Appreciation
Health Education

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
A. Adolescent P sychology
(Education 300)
B. Principles and Philosophy of Education
(Edu ca tion 326)
C. Principles of Learning, Materiale
and Method s
(Education 332, Education 405)
D. Student Teaching in High School
(Education 409-410 )

Total Semester Hours ___ •

TEACHING AREA
Each subject field requires a specific number ti

The College advises with the student as to the require·
of the teacher education and the certification proand helps with scheduling the appropriate sequenc
MneS. Responsibility for starting the program and
· it to completion, however, rests upon the student.
cies in preparation at the time the candidate ap·
to the State Department for certification arc not the
,ibility of the College. Wofford College recommend
estification only those students who have completed

>rily all requirements of the program.

partments and
urses of Instruction
On the following pages are brief statements by departconceming their course offerings, prerequisites. and
1r requirements. For fuller statements and more deexplanations contact the departments directly.
Students should be aware that they may have access also
number of courses offered at Convene College but
to Wofford students, under the terms of a coopera·
crou-registration arrangement. The privileges of this
ment are available to students in good standing, prothat there i11 space for their enrillrnent in the given
and that the course are not offered at Wofford.
Information aA to the 11pedffo f'.OIJl'llH whif'h are OJM"nPd
vene may be obtained from the ftef{i&lrar al Wofford.

THE COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
numbered in the IOO's are primarily for fresh-

and sophomores.
numbered in the 200's or hijEher are primarily
junion and seniors.
num'ben separated by a h.yphen (e.g.~ 201-202)
.te a full year course for which credit is not given
the work of two semesters is completed; such
ne n1ay not he rntered at the seeond semester.
.ne numbers separated by a comma (e.~.: 201, 202)
.c ate two distinct one semester courses, of which
eecond is in lo,;ical continuity from the first; these
may he entered at either semester.
course numbers ( e.jE.: 265) indicate unitary one
r courses.
general, odd numbered eounes or half cour8e8 are
d in the fint semester and those with even num·
are offered in the second semester.
each of the following course descriptions are three
(in parentheses) which indicate the number of
meeting hours or equivalents normally met each
; the number of laboratory hours or equivalents
!y met each week; and the number of semester
credit for the course.
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BIOLOGY

BIOLOGY
Mr. Leonard, Chairman
Mr. Dobbs, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Patton.

ry Animal Biology
animal structure and funcadaptive relaMr. Dobbs

307. Ecology
Study of the interrelationships of the
environment and organisme, includin11 man. 13-3-4)
Stn//

Major prerequisites: None
Major requirements:
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All must be completed to
partmental staff.
Biology 121, 122, 223, 224
Four advanced courses chosen in consultation with tile
departmental chairman. One of these may he a three.
hour, non-laboratory course.
Senior Seminar (Biology 452) in the senior year.
Departmental Reading Program in the junior year.
Comprehcn~ive examination in the senior year.
A regular major in Biology is acceptable by all medial
and dental schools. Therefore, the department doee 1111
offer a special major for pre-medical and pre-dental lt9o
dents.

101-102. Science. Investigation In
Science
Designed lo develop in the student an
appreciation of logical inquiry, observation, abstraction, generalization,
analysis, and prediction by which
'cientists organize man's understanding of nature. Empha>is on exemplifying science, rather than on acquiring
familiarity with a li st of facts. OHered
in each natural science department
and in Psychology; each instructor
involves hi s otudents in a scientific
area closely related to the instructor's
competence and enthusiasm. (3-3-4)
each course
Stal/

• 101. General Biology
Fundamental fact s and principles o[
animal life. ( 3-3-t)
Staff

• 102. General Biolotr
Fundamental faru and
11lant life. 13-3-U

end Ecosystem
,lant 1trurture and function
of behavior in population,
, and ecosystem. (3-3-4)
Mr. Patton

402. Human Genetics
Non-laboratory study of the principles o[ genetic& as they apply to the
human. (3-0-3)
/lfr. Hubbard
INl•p•antol Biology
6e developmental processes
formed in organi sms.
Mr. Dobbs

not 1·ounl toward major

404. Physiological Principles
Study of the leading ideas and concept• of the phyoiology of animals.
!'ti r. f,eorwrd
( 3-3-4 l

1y

forms of
funrlion;.,

Mr. llubbard

121 . Introduction to
Cell Biol09y
Introduction lo mo
d1emiral, biophy1kal
. tudies of living cellL (.

122. Introduction to
Development
Study of the basic collaf(I
ily and oub8equent
organi•ms. 13-3-4)

401. History of Biology
Study of the development of the biological scie nces from the medicine or
primitive man to the prese nt. I 3-0-3 l
Mr. Dobbs

... intimate relationships
littween the morphology
fogy of organisms at the
lent. ( 3-3-1) .
Mr. f,oonard

and nonvascular
-phasis on the local
I
Mr. Patton

452. Senior Seminar
Dioc ussion of sludcnt report s and asoip;ned readings on a selected topic.
Required or majors in Biology during •pring of se nior year. (1-0-1)
Mr. Lindsay

481. Selected Topics in Biology
Group or individual study of selected
topico in biology. Some special laboratory \\Ork will be possible. (3-0-3)

Stal/

Honors Course and In-Course Honors
The Department of Biology encourages its students to undertake honors
"ork. For further information, the
~ tudent is referred to Honors Courses,
page 33 and Jn-Course Honors, page
3 i, in the current eatalog.
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CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY

410. Structural Analysis of
Organic Colftpounds
Integrated application of instrumental and da ssical techniques to re~e arch oriented problems in structural organic chemistry. Prerequisites :
Chemistry 311-312 (or 301) and a
reading knowledge of German. Al·
ternate years. (2-6-4 )
/llr. Cavin

l\fr. Cavin , Chairman
~\:s.. . \.A~~~'-'- ·"''-~'-'l.~"'1. -~\:s.. .~~.....~-~"--~

Tolbert
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Majol' Prerequisite: Chemistry 123-124
Major Requirements:
All majors require: Chemistry 201-202, 211, 212. Mathematics 121, 122. Physics 121, 122.
Professional Chemistry Major: Chemistry 311-312,
410, 420; Mathematics 151, 172 and reading knowledp
of German. Either 430 or 451-452 are stronp;ly recomo
mended electives for this major.
Liberal Arts Chemistry Major: Chemistry 311-312 aml
two electives chosen from Chemistry 322, 410, 420, 430.
or 451-452.
Pre-Medical Science Chemistry Major: Chemistry 301,
302 and two advanced electives chosen in any comhination from Chemistry (322, 410, 420, 430 and 451-452),
Biology, or Physics, and approved by the Chemistry
Department.
High Schoot ChemistTy Teacher Mo.jor~ Chem\g\q 3\\\,
302, 322 and one advanced elective chosen from Chemistry 410, 420, 430 or 451-452.
A reading knowledge of German is required for tlie
professional major and for certain advanced counea.

Mr. Morrow

and function, including
metabolic organization,
and utilization of geilion.
Prerequisites:
2.0\-7.0'l.. Recommended:
211, 212 and 301.
Mr. Morrow

; tbermodynamies, kinetics,
elt., from a modern viewaia on problem solui~ites: Chemistry 2.01IU; Physics 121, 122, and
throur;h differential and
la1. (3-3~i) earh semesMr. Tolbert
Che111istry

II inor1anic chemistry with
•

101, 102. Science. Investigation in
Science
Oe,,itr:ned to develop in the &tudent
on appreciation of logiral inquiry,
observation, abstra ction, generalization, analysio, and prediction by
\\ hirh scientiots organize man's un·
derstanding of nature. Emphasis on
exemplifying science, rather than on
acquiring familiarity with a list of
fact s. Offered in each natural science
department and in Psychology; each
inotru ctor involve. hi s student s in a
•e ientific area closely related to the
instructor's competence and enthuoinsm. (3-34) each co ur,,e
Staff

modern point
'cm ester

the periodicity of the
IH development of the
,ea of the relation ships
beluivior and structure.
: Chemistry 311 (coIU or 301). (3-3-4 )
Mr. Schwab

420. Che111ical lnstru111entation
Instruments und methods in: .\h. orption and emission spectrometry,
tz:as chromatography, ma ss spectrometry, radioi sotope and electrometric
mea surements. Prerequisites : Chem·
istry 311-312. (or 301) and a reading
knowledge of German. (2.-6-4)
l\h. LoJtin
430. Advanced Analytical Che111istry
Lectures in the theory and practice
of anolytic·al chemi stry. Sampling,
diooolution, isolation
(separation)
and mea surement of the components
in complex ;yotems. Analytical reeean·h and methods development.
Pre- or corequioile: Chemistry 42.0.
\lternate year>. ( 3-0-3)
Staff
451-452. Senior Research
Guided original research of a simple
nature in the field of the student's
intereot.
Introduction to basic re•earch principles. Library and laboratory r esea rch leading to solution
of the problem and a "ritten report.
Prerequi sites : Chemistry 311-312 (o r
30 11, a reading knowledge of German; approval of the department and
permission of the instrurtor. (0-6-2 )
eac·h >e m e~ ter
Stnf/

. Stephenson, Chairman
211, 212. Introductory
Che111i1try
Fundamental theories ...

each >l'me.ter

Mr. Arthur. Mr. Fulmer, Mr. Green
Beginning with the Class of 1974 the requirements for
major in Economics are as follows:
1jor prerequisites: Economics 201, 202; Mathematics 121.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

EDUCATION

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Mr. Prince, Chairman
There is no major in education, but theae
required to complete the professional education
Psychology 300; Educational Psychology 332;
326, 405, and 409-410. For a full statement rella
er education, see pa~e 43.

Mr. Covington, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Gross, Mr. Henry, Mr.
Minus, Mr. MiJler, Mr. Peavey, Mr. Secondi, Mr. Woodward
,Major prerequisites: English 200, 201.
Major requirements: Eight advanced courses, iocludin~
one from each of the following groups:
I. 301, 303, 305, 311, 313, 314, 317, 331, 337.
11. 307, 308, 332, 338, 341.

111. 321, 322, 339.
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300. Adolescent P1ychol09y
A study of the problems facing young
p eo ple 11ppro11d1inK m11curity. (3-0-3)

and Edurutionul Payrholoa
requi i, ite or r o-requieite:
./OS.

f6-0~ I

M'I' . P'l'\nce

322. Educotional Measurement
:\ stud y of test& and testing. (3--0-3 )
Mr. Prince

418. Methods of y,
Education
( 3--0-3)

l:ttbt.'k-

't\\

~'1.t.\\\"\ ~ \\tnn.\udiill

tion in the United States. (3--0-3)

humanistic

11ludie1.

:- .inn will be given to
that will face the stugroup
essays

Mr. Prince

Stal/
and

332. Educational Psychology
Theories of learning applied to the
classroom. (3--0-3 )
Mr. Prince

405. Pfinci9lu cand Met"ods of
Education
The principles underlying education
and method • of teac hing. (3--0-3)
Mr. Prince
driver'• lireme.

409-410. Student Teaching
Supervi sed teaching experience in
local public schools during the fall
seme ster and Interim of the •enior
yea r: Prerequisite•: Psychology 300

Freshman
la the Humanities
lleligned to engage the
g hie first semester on
independent inquiry in
of

326. History and Philosophy of

AmE1ic1JR ltluctJtioR
"\.'nt 'n\~'l>nt'lh "h~~"\)""'~ "''

English majors intending to do graduate work are adYiaed to acquire a reading knowledge of French, German
•both.

diKussions leading to
and independent investiivea will be to read
with understanding and
ad with a se nse of the
of which they grew, and
:t them clearly and inBeadings will be chosen
of periods and genres.
,.pera and one long docwill be written. (3--0-3)

Stal/
To Literary Study
iJ designed to develop
freehman level the stuto read literary classics

with greater apprel'iotion and under<landin p;. There will be intensive exerri se in the critical analysis of literary works from a variety of periods
and p;enres. (3--0-3)
Sffrf/

201. English literature To 1800

Stud.'! at wat1'.~ t4e.\\tt.'i>t.n\~\\'lt. (){ \nt.
major writers and periods from the
Middles Ages through the eighteenth
century, with emphusis on critical
understanding of these works and on
the influences that produced them.
(3-0-3 l
Staff

202. English literature Since 1800
Study of works representative of the
major writ ers and periods from the
Romanti c movement to the present,
with emphasis on critical understanding ol these works and on the influences that produced them. (3--0-3 )

Stal/
301. English Medieval literature
Reading in Old and Middle English
literature, in translated or modernized version&, through the end of the
fifteenth century, excluding Chaucer.
!3--0-3)
Mr. Henry
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303. Seventeenth Century English
Literature to the Time of
the Restoration
Important works will be chosen from
the drama, lyric, essay, and criticism.
Chief among the authors studied will
be Ben Johnso n, Webster, Bacon,
Donne, George Herbert, Vaughan,
"'"~~\a~"~\. \'!.-\\-'!.)
MT. ~ond\
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317. Milton
Reading of all of l\lilton'a
•e lec tions from hi~ pro1e. (:

305. English Literature af the
Restoration and Eighteenth
Century, 1660-1800
A oludy of important "orks from the
literature of thi s period. Works to be
otudied will be selected from satire
(poetry and pro be), essay, lyric, and
biography. The chief authors studied
"ill be Dryden, Swift, Pope, Fielding,
Gray, Johnson, and Boswell. (3-0-3
Mr. Secondi
307. The Romantic Period
Cori-ideration of the new creative
'pirit whirh ohows itself in the poetry
of Word," orth, Coleridge, Shelley,
B) ron, and Keat s, as well as in the
minor writers of the age. (3-0-3)
Mr. Cross
308. The Victorian Period
Study of representative British literature of the Victorian era, with emphaois on the poetry of Tennyson,
Browning, and Arnold. (3-0-3)
Mr. Cross
311. Chaucer
Study of Chaucer's major poetry,
with so me attention to the medieval
background and to Chaucerian critiei&m. (3-0-3)
Mr. Henry
313. Shakespeare (Early Plays)
Study of the principal plays of the
first half of Shakespeare's career, including the romantic comedies and
histories. Lectures and reports on the
Elizabethan background. (3-0-3)
~T. C\\.w;n\ni
314. Shakespeare (Later Plays)
Study of the principal plays of the
latter hall of Shakespeare's career,

Mr.

A survey of Ameriran
from its beginning to the
with emphasi' upon tbe
er •. 13-0-3)

J9lr but will inrlude such
• limes, Lawrence, Joyce,
Bemin111way, and Beckett.
Mr. Miller
,,.rary Literature
of the twentieth cenEngland.
.ltr. l\liller
e Literature
Ye s t u d y of sele<·ted
the great literatures of
The cour•e is intended to

322. American Literat1119
The Civil War
Continuation of 321.
331 English Drama
An introduction to the
development of En1di1h
it' beginnin!l' to the fi
tury throup;h the nineteeadi
Reading• "ill conrentnte •
of the Elizabethan, Ja,
Re,toration dramati~ta,
Shakespeare. ( 3-0-3 l

337. The Early E1191i111
Reading of representatift
novels of the eighteentla
Romantic Period. (3-o-3)
338. The Later Englilll
Major novels of the V.
modern periods. (3-0-3)

wurk~

in tran. lation.
prerequi ~ ite

Mr. Miller

llfr. Miller

to the opinions of major
the main part of the
be practical and induceeatemed with the di sc usworkH. I 3-0-3)
Mr. /If ill er

347. Development of Modern
English
A 8tudy of the hi story of the English
lun1rnage. inrluding tire place of Engli•h in tire lndo-European family of
languages, the growth of English as
a living language from the Old Eng\hn period to the prei.ent, and tbe
development of modern American
Englit-.lr. {3-0-3)
!\Ir. Che1ming
348. Modern English Grommar
An introduction to current trend s in
th e study of the Enp;li•h language.
with emphasis on generative-tramformational grammar. Some attention
"ill be p;iven to the teaching of linguistically oriented materials in secondary s1· hools. {3-0-3) Mr. Chewning
3S 1. Introduction to Journolism
A study of ma ss media of communications, with emphasi' on the gathering and writing of news. Does not
count toward a major in English.
13-0-3)
llfr. Peavey
353. Public Speaking
An introduction. Students will be expected to prepare, deliver, and criticize variou• type• of speec hes. Does
not count toward a major in English.
13-0-3)
/If r. Covington
481. Special Topics in Literature
A ~e minar intended mainly for advanced Enp;li~h major~. Topics may
rnry from year to year. ( 3-0-3) Stal/

Jr, Adam!I,

Chairman
Mr. DcVdasco, Mr. Forbes, Mrs. Gagarine, Mrs. Gilbert,
Mr. Remirez, Mr. Secondi
llajor prerequisites: Completion of courses 201 and 202 of
each language of concentration selected for advanced
1tudy.

Major requirements: Eighteen semester hours above course
202 leveJ. It is recommended that a student spend his
junior year abroad studying in a country where his language of concentration is native. All major program!\
must have the a\>\H'Oval o{ the de\>al'.tmental 11taU.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

The student is advised
mcnt tests of the ColJege Entrance Examination
French, Spanish or German before the end of hia
year in high school so that the College can ev,
senior year of high school language and place him
appropriate level of college study of his language.

in
seme ster
Mr. Adams

321, 332. Scientific German
Readings
Readinl? of srientific texts of standard
diffirulty intended for 1<cience majors
"ho plan to enter graduate sc hool.
(3-0-3) Each course
Mr. Forbes
GREEK

GERMAN
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Special Readings in a Foreign
Language
A special reading course under the
direction of a staff member, in Chinese, French, German, Greek, Lat.in, Russian, or Spanish and designated rn1, 402, 403, 404 preceded by the
name of the language may be arranged
for the individual student by special
permission o\ \ne cnairman o\ the de\)ar\men\ and the ins\ruc\or re¥1pon• ihle for directing the work. Theoe
1·our.es are restricted to students majoring in the department of foreign
languages. Prerequioites: completion
of coune 201, 202 o( the lant,uaie concerned. (0-0-3) Each course
Stnff

CHINESE
101-102. Elementary Chinese
Elementary Chinese ideograph; pronunciation, dictation, conversation;
memorizing of common idioms and
everyday expressions; read in g of
easy stories.

r3-0-3) Earh semesler

Mr. Ling

201-202. Intermediate Chinese
Reading of selections from standard
prose writers. Chinese calligraphy;
advanced composition and conversation. Prerequi site: Chinese 101-102
(3-0-3 I Each semester
Mr. Ling

FRENCH
l 01-102. Elementary French
Elementary French grammar; pronunciation; dictation; t'onversation;

of common j,

Reading of selections from
prose writers. Advanced
composition and conversatlm.
requ\s\te: rrench \l)l-\1)2 er
of high school French.
f 3-1-3) E81'h semester
221-222. French LiterohlN la
Translation
Representative selectiom el
literature in English In
tares, class discussions ...
oral and wrillen. (Not
for major in foreign
f 3-0-3) Each semester
301, 302. Campositian _.
Literature
Conducted in French.
and composition hued
from modern "rite.rs.
French 201-202.

353, 354. General View of
Literature
Lecturei., rapid reading of
\alive worko, ~ hi•lOt"f o(
report>. Prerequisite:
202, or the equivalenL (
<'OUr:-ie.

(Not oHered in 19i2-73)

German grammar; pro18; dictation; conversation;
g of <'ommon idioms and
expression•. Reading or easy
IS-l-3l Each semeoter
Mr. Forbes and Mrs. Gilbert

1...rmediate German

n. German lyrics and bal1ced ~rammar; compositonversation. Prerequi site:
101-102 or two years o( hit,h
German. I 3-1-3) Each semesForbf'., and Mrs. Gilbert

•r.

in

101 -102. Beginner's Greek
.\ thorough Hudy o( &ome book for
beginner• in ronnection "ith reading, in the original, myths, fables,
and stories from Greek ljfe.
t 3-0-3 l Ea('h Semester
Mr. Secondi
201-202. Anabasis and New
Testament
During the £irhl &emeoter two or three
booko of the Anc1b11sis will be read.
The sero nd se meoter "ill be devoted
to the •tucly of New Teuament Greek.
Sight reading w i 11 b e prartieed
throughout the entire year.
13--0-3l Each >eme~ter Mr. Secondi
353, 354. Readings in Greek
Literature
Reading of selerted plays of Euripides, Sophodes a n d Aristaphanes:
reading seleetions from Plato (The
Apology), Herodotus and Lysias.
r 3-0-3) Each seme•ter /If r. Secondi
LATO.f

Con•enatian and
Co111pasitian
to drill the student in the
of grammar and the idio•ge of German. (3-0-3) Each
Mr11. Gilbert

101-102. Latin for Beginnen
Grammar and pronunciation. Reading~ in easy Latin study of a selective English word list of about 600
word> in cultivated usage is an integral part or the 1·ourse.
13-0-3) Each se mester Mr. Secondi

·IN. German Literature of the
Nineteenth Century
discussions, reports.
The
r will be spent princig the works of Goethe,
11COnd those of Lossing and
(M-31 Each course
Mr. Forbes

201-202. Reading in Latin
Reading of Latin prose and poetry.
The study or the list of earefully
1·hosen Englioh words of mature usage i• eontinued in the second year
of Latin. Prerequii,ite: Latin 101-102.
13--0-3) Each oemester Mr. Secondi
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101-102. Elementary Russian
Elementary Ru ssian grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, and use of
common idioms. Extensive practice
in everyday conversation. Reading
and writing.
13-1-3 ) Ear h semester Mrs. Gagarine
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201-202. Intermediate Ru11ian
Advanced Russian grammar and composition. Readings fr o m standard
Ru ssian writers, newspapers, and periodical;., Conversation.
(3-J-3 ) Each semester /lfrs . Gagarine
(No t offered in 1972-73 )
301, 302. Ru11ian
Oral proficiency sire.bed in the first
1·our.e, which inrludes lectures in
Ru i,. ian on th e hi storical development of the country. Second course
>lre••e• written language through free
1·om1losition, dictation, etc. Assigned
readings and di scussions in Russian.
I 3-0-3) Each course
/llrs. Gagarine
!Not offered in 1972-73 )
305, 306. Advanced Course in
Russian Literature
Ru s,ian literature will be studied
'' ith the empha sis on the classical
and then the modern. Lectures, discussions, report s.
( 3-0-3) Each course Mrs. Gagarine
<Not offered in 1972-73 )
SPANISH

101-102. Elementary Spanish
Elementary Spanish grammar, pronunciation ; dictation; conversation;
letter-writing; memorizing of common idioms and everyday expressions. Reading of easy stories.
(3-1-:n "Each semester
Stal/
(Not offered in 1972-73)
201-202. Intermediate Spanish
Reading of selections from standard
pro be writers. Advanced grammar;

1·ompooitiion; commerrial
e n c e ; converoation.
Spanish 101-102 or two yem
.chool Spanioh.
(3-1-3 ) Each semester

221-222. Spanish Lite,...•
Spanish Amenc.
ture in Tronsletiel
Represe ntative i,election1 of
or Spanish American Ut<
English tran slation. Lectant.'
di s1· ussions, oral and writtea
l Not sa nctioned for major la
languages). (3--0-31 Each
Mr. DeVelaJco, Mr.

301, 302. Spanish Con
Campasition
Conver.ation ond compoaithti
on readings from modem
n·. Prerequi oite: Spanish 21:
its equivalent. Conducted in
( 3-0-3) Ea t h cour•e ,ffr.

I{ n p i d reading 0 f re]
works from many rountrill;
tu res; hi story of literature;
< 3-0-3) Each course
Mr.
!Not offered in 1972-73)

361, 362.

Rapid read in g ol
works by outstandin1
special emphasis on the
;, hort story. Lectures; bi.aer,
erature; outside readin1 ...
Prerequi site: Spani~h 201
ducted in Spani;.h.
( 3-0-3) Each course Mr.
Literature
Rapid re a d i n g of
works; lectures ; history
tu re; reports. Prerequilile:
201-202. Conducted in
( 3-0-3) Each course Mr.

Mr. Barrington, Chairman
There is no major in Geology.
The introductory courses include approximately 20
laboratories held in the field where students learn to ap·
predate the earth as they find it. The range of these trips
utends from the Atlantic Ocean to eastern Tennessee and
the students make a composite cross section of a four
hundred mile traverse across the continent through many
etructures and rocks of all the eras.
Science. lnveltigatian in
lclence.
to develop in the student
tion of logical inquiry,
abstraction, generaliza,i., and prediction by
1li8lb organize man's unof nature. Emphasis on
1 scienre, rather than on
familiarity with a list of
in each natural sc ience
and in Psychology; each
involves hi s student s in a
area closely related to the
'• rompetence and enthu-

dion ta Geology
el the Earth as a planet, the
minerals of which it is
and the processes that con90dily its surface.
Mr. Harrington

Ion to Geology

el the history of the Earth
creation to modern times as
ned from the record of
ud fossil s. Prerequisite:
'Ul or permission of instrucMr. Harrington

400. Regional Studies
This is an interdisci plinary elective
in "hich the advanced student blends
th e kno" ledge and interest he ha s
gained in hi s major field with the
methodology of earth science. The
continent of North America is analyzed in term s of the natural regional
divi sions of ~ imilar stru cture, geologic hi otory, physiography and climat e. Project work in various other
region s of the world expands the
l'o ne of vision utilizing the sa me
principles. Much of the data is a~
oe mbled from orip;inal sources which
will introduce the students to an unfamiliar literature. Thi s course is de•igned as n bridge between the two
cultures of the scienti st and the humanist. Rer;i stration by permission of
the instructor.
Mr. Harrington
(3-0-3 )
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392. Modem Political Thought
A Mudy of political thought from the
sixteenth century to the present.
13--0-3 )
Mr. Ling

GOVERNMENT
Mr. Dunson, Chairman
Mr. Fowler, Mr. Ling, Mr. Roussos

SPECIAL

Major Prerequisite: Government 201
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Major Requirements: Twenty-four semester houn
Government 201
The foJlowing distribution requirement muat
Six semester hours in Division A (American
ment), including Government 202
Six semester hours in Division B (lntemati
tions and Comparative Government), incla'
ernment 340 and either Government 351,
Three semester hours in Division C (Political
201 . Introduction to Political Science
An introduction to the study of polirir s. (3-0-3 )
Mr. Fowler
DIVISION A:
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

202. Introduction to American
Government
An introductory survey of Ameri can
goverment with emphasis on the
otructure and powers of national governmental in &titutions.
I 3-0-3 )
Mr. Dunson
311. American Political Parties
\ study of the roles, function s, and
'lruclure of political parties in the
\mcrican political &ystem.
13-0-3 )
Mr. Fowler

411 . Constitutional Lew If
United States
\ surve) of the major
1he Supreme Court of
State, . ( 3--0-3 )
Mr.
480. Special Topics in
Government
Selertcd topics in the fa

oml survey of the origin,
and function s of polit(3-0-3)
Mr. Fowler

450. Independent Study
Jnten 1ive guided study and research
on scle<·ted topics. ( 3-0-3)
Sw//

of Political
,ent
don of the major proh,nting developing s t a t es
lllermtional system with eml9 Africa and Latin America.
Mr. Ling

460. Political Research: Scope and
Method
An introduction to the techniques
and methods of investigating and analyzing political data. (3-0-3 ) Sta/I
490. Special Topics in International
Relations ond Comparative
Government
Selec ted topics in international politirs and comparative politics. Subject
matter will vary. (3-0-3 )
Staff

and Medieval
I Thought
of the principal political
die andent and medieval
(J.0-3)
Mr. l.ing

HISTORY
Mr. Jones, Chairman
DIVISION I:
INTERNATIONAL REI.A'
COMPARATIVE GOV

Mr. Bayard, Mr. Killian, Mr. Racine, Mr. Thoroughman
Major Prerequisites : History 101, 102
Major Requirements:
A major consists of twenty-one hours, which must include History 201 and 202. All majors also must meet certain departmental distribution requirements, must pass
History 265, and must complete a special senior program.

320. Southern Politics
A study of the various influences that
determine the politics of the South.
<3--0-3 )
Mr. Fowler
330. American State and Local
Government
\ study of the structure, functions,
and powers of state and local governments and of problems in intergovernmental relation s.
I 3--0-3 )
Mr. Dun<on

TOPICS

of Modern Western
n ta 1815
~ tructure s,
politiral
inrernarional relations of
in hi otorical and cuhural
13-0-3 )

of Western Europe, the
to Congress of Vienna.
Staff

102. History of Modem Western
Civilization since 1815
A continuation of Hi story 101, bringing the survey down to the present.
<Not open to students who take History 103 ). (3-0-3 )
Sta//
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103. History of Western Civilization
Since 1870
A ba,ic su rvey of Western Europe
•ince the development or nationaliom
and the beginning or the "new imperialism" which has so involved the
world with Western Civilization. (Not
open to students who have had History 102>. (3 -0-3)
Staff
201. History of the United States,
1763-1848
Political, social and economic. Required for hi story majors. (3-0-3)

Jfr. Jones, Mr. Killian. /lfr. Racine
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304. Latin America Since

to revivalism, reform,
, popular culture, edlabor.

Mr. Racine
prei-.ent.
I 3-0-3)

306. History af Sauth
Continuation of Hi•tory
about 1800 10 present.
(3-0-3)

111 Social and Intellectual
Since 1865
of ideas in the United
1izing l h e relationship
lleaa and society. Topics:
tiiaeation, literature, science
'IJ• immigration, philo'IJ, and social reform.

Mr. Killiatl
History of the

202. History of the United States,
1848-1914
Continuation of Hi &tory 201. Required
for hii-.tory majors. (3-0-3)

307. History of the Old
A cultural, economir, and
tory of the South before
War. 13-0-3>

Mr. Jones, Mr. Killian. Mr. Racine

controversies
con.,lilutional

308.
265. Research Methods
~ur;geotion• about writing, introduction to library and resea rch too lo, ini-.trul'lion o in mechanics.
Teots on
toolo and procedures. To be taken as
early as pooo ible by all btudents planning 10 major in hi story. OHered first
sc meoter. (l-0-1)
Staff
301 . England to 1688
England's emergence as a nation; its
people, government, constitution, and
rclir;ion, through the religiou s problems and con~titutional &ettlement or
the seventeenth century.
(3 -0-3 )
Mr. Thoro11ghm11n
302. England Since 1688
The hi story of modern Britain since
the Glorious Revolution .
( 3-0-3)
Mr. Thoroughman
303. Colonial Latin America
Colonial history or Latin America,
dealing with exploration and dist·overy, colonial institutions and society, and political development s.
13-0-3)
Mr. Jones

\fr. Killian
1·ontinuation
13-0-3)

of the

360. Europe in the 17th and 18th
Centuries
A ronsideralion of the social, economir, political and intellectual de,·elopment or Europe from 1600 to
1789. Sperial emphasis: the emergence or the nation stole, the rise of
modern sc ience, and the intellectual
milieu or the Enlightenment.
( 3-0-3)
Mr. Thoroughman
370. Europe, 1789-1870
A ~ urvey of the growth or nationalism and democracy in modern Europe, with allention also being given
to social condition~ end intellectual
climate. (3-0-3).
Mr. Bayard and
/lfr. Thoroughman

380. Europe, 1870-1918
A ,urvey of Europe, with attention
to soda l conditions, the new stales,
the rise or imperialism, world politics and the 'lrugl!le for power.
I 3-0-3)
/Ur. Bayard

309. Colonial
with

Mr. Jones

':tf tbe emergence and de-

31 0. Twentieth
Hi ;.tory of the
191 L (3-0-3)

311. U. S. Social a11cf I
History to 1860
A study of intellectual
I Puritaniom, the Great
the American Enlighte
scendentalism) ; includea r
repreoentative works and
of the major thinkers.
be plat·ed on social bi1to17

ef the early rivey valley
of the Greek city slates,
Age, and the Roman

Mr. Bayard
Middle Ages
of medieval civilization
on cultural and instilapmenl8.

Mr. Thoroughman
Reformation

el Western Europe from
te about 1600.
Mr. Thoroughman

381. Europe and the World,
1918-1935
This course and its sequel, History
382 are designed 10 furnish historical
background for better understanding
of complex contemporary w o r 1 d
problem•. (3-0-3)
Mr. Bayard
382. The World Since 1935: New
Age of Conflict
A continuation of History 381.
(3-0-3)
Mr. Bayard
450. Independent Study in United
States History
Opportunity is offered to the student
to develop projects of special interest. After approval of topic by the
instructor, the student is expected to
engage in general bibliographical
study, report on hi s reading, and 10
produce such paper or papers as di-
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY

reeled by the instructor.
Periodic
ronferences with the instructor. Prerequi <ites: Junior or Senior standing,
approval of the department, and per·
mis•ion of the instructor. Such pronams to be approved at least six
weeks prior to registration day.
11-0-3)
Stnl/

460. Independent Study in
European Hillary
:'ame as History 450, except in European field. Cl-0-3)
Sta//
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of calculus.

Stal/

231 , 232. Analysis II and Ill
Topics from real and complex variable theory. Prerequisite: Math 181.
1112. 13-0-3) Each coune
Stal/

beginning

Stal/
with permi ssion
( 3-0-3)

real variable analy-

241 , 242. Algebra II and Ill
Further study of structure in abstract
algebra. Prerequisite: Math 181, 182.
(3-0-3 ) Each semester
Stal/

Sta//
491. Special
History
Same as Hi•tory 181,
ropean field. <3-0-31

the theory of

251, 252. Topology II and Ill
Advanced w or k with topological
spaces. Prerequisite: Math 202.
I 3-0-3) Each course
Sta//

Stal/

MATH EMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
\fr. HiI1, Chairman

Mr. Bell, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Robinson

of the theory of topo• Prerequisite: Math 181,

292. Descriptive Astronomy
A general course in principal facts,
theories and methods. Use is made of
planetarium. (3-0-3)
Staff

Stal/

Major Prerequisites: Math 121, 122, 151, 172, 181,
202, 205, 206.

Calculus
ca\-

In addition, for recommendation to graduate
\.~a"-\. \)~~ \)\ \."lit. \\)\\\)'N\."\'\'f, "-\)'\).'t~ -;,\).\)"\\\~ \)t \ ..m\..1

Staff

231, 232, 241, 242, 251, 252.
The prospective major is strongly urged to ch,
German, French, or Russian as his degree Ian
) ()) . Jl.\ge'bro
Quadratic- Equations, general theory
of equation<, inequalities. (Offered
•ummer srhool onlyl. (3-0-3)
Staff
102. Plone Trigonometry
Analytic-al trigonometry through De
'fo\'l'te''i. \h.e.(\U'"<n.... ((\l_i,.'U\\.. ·--~-~"()()\ ~m\'i \ . ~ '?.~-'!. \
Stn! !

))), ))'l.. t\ementary Probability and
Statistics
<\n introduction to the ideas and applications of probability and statisti<'s especially for students of the soria'\ sciences. "No prerequi site except
for those sections designated as romr--utf'r-nri,..nt,..,.J

f..._r

'"' hi,-1,

programming ability is
or corequisite.
r 3-0-3) Each course

i.

Differential and integral
one \aria hie. Prerequi1ile:
102 or high ~chool eqai
t 3-0-3)
Earh Couue

SSC A(\ams
SSG Balaban

1

210, 211. Advanced

•·u ot:l o• I

prerequi ~ ite

Stal/

Stotfatlca

bomewhat more
ment of probability
than Moth lll, ll2 for
A

ry Science is divided into several subcourses, each
complete subject within itself and forming the
more advanced training. Freshmen meet once
for 90 minutes. Their instruction alternates beical exercise in dismounted drill and graded
Sophomores have classroom work each week
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FINE ARTS

in addition to practical exercises on Monday
Juniors and Seniors attend classes for 3 houn
in addition lo conducting practical excrcilJI!&
completion of the four courses together with the
degree results in either a Reserve or Regular
mission as a Second Lieutenant in the Army.
101-102. Military Science Course I
Orientation of US Defem e Establi8hment, Organizatio n of the Army.
\1arksmamhip, and Leaden .hip De' elopment. ()-0-1) Ea r h Semeoter
Stnf/
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201-202. Military Science Course II
201 - Map and Aerial Photograph
Reading, Jntrodm·tion h> Operationo
and Baoi(' Tac·ti c-. () -1- l) ; 202 Am eri ran Military Hi btory. ( 3-0-3)

Stuff
301 -302. Militory Science Course Ill
Th eo r y o f Leaden.hip, Milit ary

Alt
ti the Art of the Orient,

-Jor

periods and exClilm, India and Japan,
their cultural and hi sand.
Mr. Lent:

T <'or hin i: Prindplt••, Bra,

\rm ), Small Unit Terlit1
muni ra ti on, Prt"·Camp
l nt ernal Defeme/ Drvrlo:
li gati on' and Re•pon•ibi
Officer. :md Leader•hip
13-1-3 t Each ot'mt•lrr

Topics in Art History
.. announced each semes)
Mr. Lent:

Mr. Davidjon
lmpli r ati on., lntt"rnal
' elopn1 f' nt-. The Military
ii i-ti r•, and Lt'ader.hip
1.l-J-J 1 £a..J1 ,,eme•ler

FINE ARTS
Mr. Gross. Chairman

•••ction
will

to the Theatre
meet twi<'e weekly for
end l•boralory sessions.
work will include partieipresentation of

Mrs. Armitage (leave of absence, 1972-73),
Janchone, Mr. Davidson, Mr. Hanks, Mr. Lents.

Mr. Groll

The re is no major in Fine Arts.
General Education Requirement is 11ati8'ied
completion of one of the folJowing: Art 201,
Drama 250; Mu sic 201, 202.

U......nding of Music
:OD lo the art of percep;. A general survey of
the Baroque period to

201. Art Appreciotion
A survey of Western Art, intend ed to
build a ba<'kground for appredoti on.
( 3-0-3 )
Mr. Lent:
250. Two-Dimensional Design ond
Technique
\ course designed to introduce th e
' tudent lo the variou s media and de' igns available lo him in th e t" odimensional surfare. T" o four-hour
' tudio sessions per week for a total
ol three semester hour. credit. Students will suppl y their own material ~.
!0-8-3)
.Ur. tent:

202. The Elements of Music
The development of aural recognition
and identifi r ation of mu sical pattern s. The develorment of proficien1·y in rerogni zing ond responding to
th e ~ymbol ~ of mu sil' notation.
I 3-0-3)
Mr. Bilanchone

301 . ltolian
A ;.tudy of the major Ill
halian Renai ssanre, inlen_.
ba1·kground and develop 1
for thi s significant era.
(3-0-3 )
302. Greek and
A ~ urvey of the clau it'al Ill
an(' ient world with pa
11ha ~ i ~ on Greece.
Some
"ill be given to Cla11ial
Arrhiterture in the Soatli.
r 3-0-3 l
lb.

Mr. Bilanchone

250. Music Laboratory
\ppli ed mu sir in the form of participation in one of th e approved mu sic
ar tivities such os Gl ee Club, Stage/
Concert Bond , or private instruction•
as offered, while enrolled in one of
th e mu sir courses.
I 1 to 2- 1 to 3- 1)
Mr. Dilnnchone
301. The History of Music
A survey of the hi story of mu sic
fr om 1600 lo the \\te~ent time .
I 3-0-3 l
Mr. Bil.nnchone
303. Baroque anti Classical Music
Literoture Survey
A study of ~e l ec ted literature represenlali ve of th e Baroque and ClasEical styl e era s.
I 3-0-3 )
Mr. Bilanchone
304. Romantic and Contemporary
Music Literature
A study of selected literature representoli' e of the Romanti c and Contemporary styl e era s.
!3-0-3 )
Mr. Bilanchone
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372. Contemporary Toplct
A study centered around one philo·
sophical to}>ic of current significance
with attention given to recent philo·
~ ophers.
Prerequisite: Philosophy
35 l or 352 or consent of instructor.

PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Anglin, Mr. Hudgens, Mr. Keller
Genera] Education R~ouiremenJ: utidied

\'?>-\)-'?>)

pletion of Philosophy 201, 211 or 221.

Stoll

Major Prerequisite: Completion of the General
Requirement is prerequisite to further work la
partment.
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Major Requirements: Twenty-one semester houn ti
work which must include 211 or 212, 351, 3St
or 372. The Genera] Education Requirement
be counted. Comprehensive examination dnrint
semester of senior year.
201. Problems and Methods of
Philosophy
Selected areas of philosophy as a
di •ri pline with attention to the con·equenres for living of various philo·ophir viewpoints. (3-0-3)
Stnfl

211. Principles of Ethics
.\ study of ethical principles and
th eir significance in life.
I 3-0-3 l
Sta fl

212. Social Ethics
i\ consideration of practical problems and alternative solutions incident to life in our modern world.
Staff
t 3-0-3 >

-umption•, law ~, and m'
f' nre with attention to
a' th e unity of l'rienre. I

340. Philosophy and
Dialogue
Each

Mr. Alexander, Mr. Bugar, Mr. Ivey, Mr. Muirhead,
Mr. Peterson, Mr. Stober

There ie no major in Physical Education.

Advanced Courses: For students preparing to enter the
field of athletic coaching or recreation.

of Lennis,
tennis. (3-0-1)
Staff
modified
Staff

351. History of Westefll
A study of anrient phil
emphasis on Plato and
medieval philosophy with
~" i\ut'1i\\t\e, i\t\•e\m, allll
13-0-3 l
Ir.
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Graduation Requirement: All male students in the Sophomore class must complete 101 and 102 unless excused
by the college physicians.

of eoaching in high school.
Mr. Peter~on
and Mr. Alexander

330. Intramural Sports Program
Directin g intramural sports in high
school s. (3-2-3)
Mr. Scheerer
and Mr. Stober
340. Organization and Administration
of Health & Physical Education
Practical training in directing a high
school physical education program.
(3-2-3 ) Mr. Scheerer and Mr. Stober
410. Coochin9 of Tennis
Techniques of coaching in high
school and preparation for profesMr. Scheerer
sional status. (3·3·3)
and Mr. Stober
420. Coaching of Golf
Techniques of coaching in high
school and preparation for profesMr. Scheerer
sional status. (3·3·3 )
and Mr. Stober

221. Principles of Logic
A study of problems of meaning and
principles of modern inductive and
deductive logic. (3-0-3)
Staff

430. Tests & Measurements
310. Aesthetics
An examination of various answers
to the question: What is art and what
is its function in human experience?
\ 3-o-3 l
Staff

Stal/

don in recreational
Mr. Scheerer
and Mr. Stober

440. Care & Prevention of Athletic
lnjuriea
Staff
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PHYSICS

PHYSICS
Mr. Olds, Chairman
Mr. Hendricks, Mr. Parker

... digital comad its uses.
Sdence 100.

Sra//

Major Prerequisites: Physics 121, 122;
Major Requirements: Physics 261, 331,
less than 15 semester hours in pbyaiea
Physics. Preparation for graduate
should include at least advanced
French, German, or Ru88ian.

tonian
formulations.
Math 205. (3-0-3)

Corequieite:
Stal/

432 Mathematical Physics
A study of selected topics in theoretical physics. (3-0-3)
Sta//

llracture, prop-

•llda. electrons
11111 aeton. Pre(H-4)

Sra//

460. Research
A semester of active participation in
one of the research projects currently conducted by the faculty. (0-3-2)
Sta//

in
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101, 102. Investigation in Science
Designed to develop in the student
an appreciation of logical inquiry,
observation, abstraction, generalization, analysis, and prediction by
which scientists organize man's understanding of nature. Emphasis on
exemplifying science, rather than on
acquiring familiarity with a list of
facts. Offered in each natural science department and in psychology;
each instructor involves his students
in a scientific area closely related to
the instructor's competence and enthusiasm. (3-3-4) Each course Staff

272.~

3 31. ElectricllJ
A study of
phenomena.
261 and Madi W.

253. Elementary Modem Physics
A study of the development of concepts of modern physics. Prerequisite: Physics 121, 122. (3-0-3)
Staff
261. Intermediate Mechanics
lntroduct.i on to vector Newtonian
analytical mechanics.
Prerequisite:
Physics 121, 122. Corequisites: Math

Stal/

1,

Mr. Pilley, Mr. Scott

Pnnquiaitee: None
"'8quirements: Psychology 321, 322, 331, 332, 341,
Slatiatics, and a senior research seminar.

121, 122 General Physics
A study of mechanics, heat, light,
sound, electricity and magnetism,
and modern physics. Corequisite
Math. 121. (3-3-4) Each course Staff
206. Electronics
A study of the fundamentals of electronic circuits. (3-3-4)
Staff

481. Special Topics in Physics
Individual program of study approved by the department. (0-0-2)

INTRODUCTORY AND GENER.AL
ELECTIVE COURSES

site:

100. 'l;o••••

110. Methods, Tools, and Techniques
of Psychol09y
A general eurvey of what psychologists do, the toole they use, and problemb of current attention. (3-0-3)
Staff

31 0. Industrial Psychol09y
A general course designed to acquaint students with the uses of psychology in industrial applications. A
strong emphasis is placed on interviewing, motivation, sales, brainstorming, and related aspects. Of special interest to students of busineu,
law, and the ministry. (3-0-3) Staff
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452. Independent Research
Extensive investigation of an approved topic begun in Rel. 451 culminates in a full-length essay. Spring
•emester. (0-0-1)
Stal/

201. The Faith of the Bible
A study of the inception of the Judaeo-Christian tradition with empha;is on the religious perspective reflected in the Old and New TestaStaff
ments. ( 3-0-3)
203. The Christion Faith
The major convictions of the Christian faith examined historically and
in relation to their relevancy for modern life. ( 3-0-3)
Staff
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251. The Biblical Heritage of
Westem Mon I
The literary, historical, and theological contribution of ancient Israel
to western civilization as reflected
in the Old Testament. (3-0-3) Staff

RELIGION SEMINAR IM HEAR
EASTERN ARCHAEOLOGY

Rel.

llr. Bullard

252. The Biblical Heritage of
Westem Mon II
The emergence of Christianity in the
western world as seen from an analysis of the New Testament writings.
(3-0-3)
Staff
301. Jesus
A literary and form-critical analysis
of the Gospels with concern for their
views of Jesus and how they affect
contemporary views. (3-0-3)
Staff
302. Poul, His Life and Work
A study of the Book of Acts and the
Letters of Paul in search of a.n
understanding of bis contribution to
Staff
Christianity. (3-0-3)
311. Voices of Protest:
Israel's Prophets
The religion of the Hebrew prophets
studied in historical context with
concern for its contemporary significance. (3-0-3)
Mr. Bullard
312. Israel's Poetry and Wisdom
Literature
A study of the religious and philosophical thought of Israel's wisdom
Mr. BuUard
movement. (3-0-3).

la religious stu•• bibliography
.. nMU"Cb, (1-0-1)
Stal/

Wofford College is associated with
t11e Institute for .Mediterranean Studies which sponsors the Near Eastern
Archaeological Seminar in conjunction with its excavation overseas.
Students who participate in tliis educational program spend eight weeks
in the Holy Land taking courses in
the history and archaeology of Palestine. The program includes tliree
weeks actual field experience at an
ancient site. Students will be given
up to six hours academic credit, provided tbey successfully complete the
course program and submit tbe necesi.ary transcri pt. Students who desire
credit must gain prior approval of
the Chairman of the Department of
Religion and enroll at the Registrar's office. For further details contact Dr. Bullard or write directly to
the Institute for Mediterranean Studies, 1533 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley,
California 94709.
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M~Adama,Cluairman

Mr. Bruce, Mr. Maultaby

Major requirementa:
electives.
200. lllltroclllction to A... Np1l111
An introduction to the 11111jor dhiaiom of anthropolo11. Offered each
semester. (343)
Mr• ..4clan11
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e.

21
lllltrocluctioll to s.cw..,
An introduction to lbe t0eiolopeal
penpecti... Offered each temeller.
( 3.0-3)
Staff
215. Soclolon of ...............,
An application of the t0eiolopeal
penpective to "problem" belaaYior.
(3.0-3)
Mr. Mault1"1
232. Mon 0114 CultwN
A ltud:r of human behavior in different aocietiet. (3.0-3)
Mr• ..4clau

240. MlllOriti•
An examination of ncial and cultural minorities. (3.0-3)
Mr. Bruce
305. Clou, Stotu1, 0114 Power
An examination of lbeorie1 and ndiea which deal wilb aocial differentiation, aocial mobility, and pow•
diatribution. (3.o-3)
Mr. B,,_,
310............. of

n...,,

Soclolotlcel

A renew and anal7ai1 of modern cial &bought and t0eiological theoriea. (3.0-3)
Mr. Bruce

and Financial Aid
each academic year, the College establishes compre·
or all-inclusive, fees for resident and day student.,.
1972-73, comprehensive fees will be S3,135 for resident
and Sl,985 for day students. Comprehensive fe
cover the entire cost of the college program. More
ISOO per student is provided each year from endoweamings and through annual gifts from Methodist
alumni, parents, businesses and other friende of
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Pa yab le at th e be11: innin g of :
Fa ll Se mester •
Spr in g Semester

Sl,410
SI,725
890
Sl ,095
comprehensive fee includes tuition and student ac·
fees, and , in the case of resid ent students include
hoard, and limited infirma ry care. It provides for
1tadent one copy of the college annual** , subscriplo other 11tudent publications, admission to "at home"
events, and participation in all organizations and
that are intended for the entire student body. No
.t by classes or by the student body can b e made
by special permission of the Administration.

s

comprehensive fee is due and payable, u nless oth erlplclfied, upon registration and no student is admitted
until arrangement concerning its settlement h as
made with the Controller of the College. A charge of
month on the unpaid balance will b e made on th ose
not settled and paid at the time indi cated above.
do not include foreign trips or off-campus travel
-...mtence during the Interim.
School fees may b e found in the Summer
catalog.
the J a nuary In terim which for billin g purposes ill cons idered a
. . fall aemester . Studen ts enterinll' Wofford &t the begi nning of t he
...._ than a t the beginn in g o r the s pring se mester will also pay these

u - 1 atalf hu the authority to m ake a dditional charges fo r pen10 nnl
which appear in the year book.
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REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS
1. The comprehensive fee is due and
registration at the beginning of each
tudent is admitted to classes until arr _
ing their settlement have been made with
of the Co1lege. Various deferred payment
with monthly interest, are available.
2. A charge of Sl.00 per day is made for
triculation, except in case of sickness or
tention at home.
3. Refund of any portion of the comp1
be made only in case of permanent with'
ollege and on the IoUowing basis:
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When the stud ent ho
bee n enroll ed

helllhl

Two weeks or less of the semester
From two to four weeks of the semeater
From four to six weeks of the seme.ter
From six to eight weeks of the semi
Over eight weeks of tJ1e semester
4. No stud ent who has not settled all hia
Controller of the CoJlege is allowed to 1taM
or final examinations of the academic year
examinations of the summer term.
5. A fee of Sl.00 is charged for any chaDfl
ourse card after it has been approved, p
is not required by the CoUege.
6. A charge of SS.00 will be made for
amination given to a student.
7. A non-refundable reservation depolil,
boarding stud ents, SS0.00 for commuting
May 1. This deposit wiU be credited to the
count and wiU be deducted from the
due at the time of registration.
8. No student or former student who ha
his outstanding bi1ls with the Controller, or
fund notes to the Controller according to the
ment, may receive a transcript of hie work
tion has been c1eared on the record1 of the
9. In all laboratory courses a student ii
the cost of replacement of apparatua and
or damaged by him. This amount is to be
tro1ler prior to the examination.

College offers a variety of financial assistance
atipulations placed upon the various forms
uailable to applicants. Some financial aid
1ly on the basis of scholarship; some upon
; aome is based upon leadership qualificaapon athletic prowess; some upon career
acholarships combine all these qualifica- , particularly when the applicant has no
or qualifications, the College will ar-,.uge aid" plan which consists of a scholarad a work scholarship. All financial aid is
year to year only if the student's academic
ory. Application for financial aid should
the Director of Financial Aid by 1 March

the generous gifts of endowed scholarship
of the College several scholarships hav
for deserving students. These scholarship
by the income from invested funds. All
,. -owments are held in trust and are kept
6tinct from other holdings of the College.
applied in accordance with the terms of the
are awarded for one year by the WofAid Committee and are to be used ex.
payment of college fees. The holder of any
ip in one year may apply for a renewal
·.p for the succeeding year, which may or
1ted. A cumulative average of at least "C"
of 1tudents receiving a scholarship.
enrolled in the CoJlege, or any prospective
apply for a scholarship. No award, however,
fsmally to a prospective student until appliion hu been made, all necessary credenand notification of acceptance given.
reserves the right to withdraw the grant of
of free tuition, at the close of any semester,
whose scholarship is not satisfactory and
tdaer reuon. is regarded as not in accord with
,pt
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the ideals and standards that the College leeb
By satisfactory scholarship is meant the
an average grade of "C" on the semester'•
No grant of scholarship or free tuition
help defray the expenses of a student emolW
mer School.
All applications for scholarships should
forms available from the Wofford Commitlll
Financial Aid.
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wllo are accepted
• 1 f1lll time ba1i1 or
emolled in good
neeh'e Educational
for each year of
'a, although the
of the grant is 4

Army ROTC Scholorship Program
The United States Army offers financial assistance in the form of fouryear, three-year, two-year and oney ea r scholarships to outstanding
young men who are interested in the
Army as a career. Each scholarship
provides for free tuition, textbooks
and laboratory fee s in addition to
pay of $100.00 per month for the period that the scholarship is in effect.
Four-year scholarships are open to
all students. Applications for these
scholarships need to be made not
later than the lsl day of J anuary
prior to entering as a freshman. The
oth er scholarships are available to
those students enrolled in ROTC.

Day Students ---- -------- ·- $150

Norman Bemelmans Memo rial
Award - Made annually by Mr. L. L.
Larrabee to an outstanding student
athlete possessing strong qualities of
character, scholarship, and leade.r ship. This grant, as a part of the
Eleven Club program, is intended to
recognize as well as encourage outstanding achievement.
Pierce Embree Cook Scholarship$1,000 per year give.n by Mr. Robert
J. Maxwell, Jr., of Greenville, S. C.,
in honor of the Reverend Pierce Embree Cook, to provide one or two
scholarships to students aspiring to
be Methodist ministers. Character,
academic promise, and finan cial need
are considered in awarding these
scholarships.
James H. and Thornton Crouch
Scholarships- Established in 1963 by
Mr. James H. and Thornton Crouch
of Hartsville, South Carolina. One
scholarship of $325 is unrestricted.
A scholarship of $400 is restricted
to a well-rounded student who is a
graduate of HartsviUe High School,
who is a Methodist, and who has fiancial need.

Work Scholorships
A limited number of work scholarhips for students are available on
the campus.
Application for such
scholarships should be made on
form s available from the Director
of Financial Aid.
Ministeriol Scholorship1
ons of ministers and ministerial
students are granted schola rships in
accordance with the following schedule:
Sons of Methodist Ministers:
Boarding Students ------·
$500
Day Students ___ ·-------- $300
Sons of Mini&ters of Other
Denominations :
Boarding Students _________ $300

Ehips is chosen by Wofford College.
A Spartan Mills endowed scholarship (see page 92) carries the same
requirements for applications. For
further details, write the Director of
Financial Aid, Wofford College.

aooually a four...inlenl in value
... to an applicant
• wllo himself has
la the mill at least
,... The selection
anN these scholar-

Deering Milliken Scholarship 1200.00 per year to sons or daughters of Deering Milliken employees
on the basis of scholarship promise,
characte.r and need awarded through
the S. C. Foundation of Independent
Colleges .
Walter Demopoulos ScholarshipsFive one-year renewable scholarships
awarded to employees or sons of employees of Beaumont, Drayton, Lyman Printing and Finishing, Starlex,
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and Spartan Mills.
In case there
! hould be no qualified applicant from
one or more of these milJs for a given
year, that schola rship may be awarded to any employee or child of an
employee of one of the other mills,
provided there should be more than
one qualified applicant from that
mill. In case, in any given year,
there should be less than four qualified appli cants from the above-named
mills, the remaining scholarship or
holarships may be awarded to qualified applicants from the Spartanburg
area.
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given annually by Mrs. Mary P. Montgomery through the Eleven Club program. This award is made to recognize the achievement of a student
athlete of good characte.r demonstrating concern for his fellow men
and possessing strong qualities of
leadership.

Neo/ytos Papadopoulos Scholarship
- $1,000 per year given annually by
Dr. Constantinos P. Papadopoulos of
Houston, Texas, to pro vide a scholarship to a student from Greece, in
memory of Dr. Papadopoulos' fath er.
Vera C. Parsons' Foundation A. u;ards
- Will be mode annually to two outstanding student athletes possessing
strong qualities of chara cter, scholarhip and leadership. These annual
grants are awarded as a part of the
Eleven Club program.

The Paul M. Dorman SchoUirshipA renewable scholarship of $625.00 a
year to be awarded to a Dorman High
chool student on the basis of character, academic ability, and financial
need. This scholarship is in honor of
Paul M. Dorman, distinguisbed educator and Superintendent for many
years of the Spartanburg County
chools, District Number 6, for whom
Dorman Higb School was named. He
is a cousin of Mr. Fred A. Gosnell,
Sr., who, with bis wife, established
this scholarship in 1966 and arranged
that it be paid through the Fred A.
Gosnell Foundation, from the income
of a ninety-year lease•. In selecting
the recipient of this scholarship, the
Wofford Commitee on Student Aid is
to consult during bis lifetime with
Mr. Dorman. (See footnote next
page.)

Richard J. SchUl<Jrtz Scholarship
Fund- A Jonathan Logan Scholarship
was originally established in 1965 as
a result of Wofford's appearan ce on
the G. E. College Bowl television
program. In 1970, Mr. Ri chard ).
Schwartz, President of Jonathan Logan, established the Richard J.
Schwartz Scholarship Fund to be
used to aid deserving stud ents who
must have finan cial aid to attend
Wofford College.

Ep111orth Home Scholarships- Graduates of Epworth Home are granted
a scholarship of $350.00 per yea r.
The Ernest ]. Ezell and NeU C.
E: ell Methodist Ministerial Scholarship - Established by Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest ) . Ezell to provide an annual
cholarship in the amount of $100.00
to a student who is a member of the
United Methodist Church and plans

h'
is
ities of chancier,
leadership. Tliia
is awarded u
Club program.

I,..

The South Carolina Electric and
Gas Company Scholarship - A oneyear $500.00 scholarship awarded to
a stud ent in the upper one-third of
his class who bas demonstrated outstanding leadership qualities and who
needs finan cial assistan ce t o w a r d
achieving an education. Parents or
guardians must he customers of South
Carolina Electri c and Gas Company
or customer of the Dept. of Public
Utilities of Orangeburg, Winnsboro
or McCormick.

fthM of the schola rship will increase In I 987 lo $760 and by $62.60 a t
rl IMll decade the reafter until It reaches t he aum or Sl ,126 du ri ng the

ot

the ninety-year leaae.
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tended Wofford College for two
se mesters before entering the Marine
orps.
Carter entered the Naval
Academy in 1935 and graduated in
1939, receiving a co mmission in the
Morine Corps. He fought with the
American Forces on Bataan and Corregidor where he became a prisoner
of war. The ship on which Carter
was being taken to Japan was sunk
by torpedo fire. He was able to swim
ashore but was recaptured and put
on another ship lo be taken to Japan.
During this voyage he died of starvation and exposure.
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Sims-l.yles-Dawkins-Martin-Established by Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Sims of
Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be
used as a scholarship for orphan students from Spartanburg, Union, and
Fairfield Counties.
The Z. A. Smith Scholarship Fund
- Established by Mrs. Z. A. Smith of
Greenville, S. C., the income of which
is to be used for helping worthy
students through college.
Spartan Mills- Established by Spartan Mills, Spartanburg, South Carolina, in February, 1943. Income from
this scholarship is awarded to an
applicant whose parents or who himelf has been employed by Spartan
Mills at least the previous year. The
income from this endowment scholarship is suppl emented by fund s from
parlan Mills which bring the value
of the scholarship up to the equivalent of a day student's fee s. The
election Committee to award this
cholarship is chosen by Wofford College. For further detail s, write the
Director of Financial Aid, Wofford
ollege.
The Stokes Memorial Scholarship
Fund-Established in 1965, in memory of their parents, The Rev. Henry
tokes, Class of 1893, and Mrs. Florence Heath Stokes, and their broth-

er, R. Wilson Stokea, CW. If
by Miss Mary Bolling StoU.,
Heath Stokes, and Tbotokes, both of the Cla11 of

teacher or administrator up to five
years. For information concerning this
loan program, contact the Director
of Financial Aid.

James M. Swamon, Jr.ed by Mr. end Mrs. Jamee II.
on of South Boston, Va., ill
a memorial to their aon, a
of Wofford College. To be
on the basis of character,
and scholarship achievemat.

Endowed Loan Funds
Cokesbury Conference School - By
Micajah Suber of Cokesbury, S.
the inco me to be used for the assistance of students studying for the
bristian Ministry.
A. Mason D1tPre - By Mrs. E. P.
hambers of Spartanburg, S. C., and
by relatives and friend s of Mrs. A.
Mason DuPre, the income to be used
as a fund for the assistan ce of worthy
and ambitious students.

William R. Thomas, Jr.
.h olarship-Established ia
Mr. and Mrs. William R.

The Garrett Endowed Loan Fun
Established by Willora Garret Faulkner and Rev. Francis Leonard Gar-

co nsidered
hip.

rtJll,

Colemon B. Waller
Fund- Established by Dr.
Waller, Emeritus ProfeHOr If
istry at Wofford ColJege, f•
pose of awarding acbo
qualified and deserving
at Wofford College.

need.

bins, Georgia in memory ti
D. White, Class of 1919, ...
of Mrs. Barnwell. To be

'• own signature.

o/

Education of the MethoFund - Open to
of that Church of at least
·111anding, $500 in the Fresh'• '550 in the Sophomore year,
~ die Junior year, and $700 in
1ear. The total borrowings
Ill aceed $4,000. Consult the
ef Financial Aid.

c:r.ma l,oan

(Class of 1 9"10) , in honor of tlu:ir

Catb.et, Rev, William Bu.tlet Gauel~
Jr., D.D. (Class of 1908 ), and in
memory of th ei r mother, Mrs. Lora
Leonard Garrett, their brother William Butler Garrett, Ill, and their
sister, Emily Garrett Oliver, income
to be used as loans to deserving students.

Mrs. E. C. Hodges- By Mrs. E. C.
Hodges of Anderson, S. C., on December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be used in assisting needy
students to obtain an education.
John W. Humbert-By Rev. John
W. Humbert, the income to be used
in a loan to an outstanding student
to assist him with his expenses.
A. W. Love and Wife-Memorial
by A. W. Love and wife of Hickory
Grove, S. C., the income to be used
in assistin g worthy stud ents.
Jos. A. McCullough-By Mr. Jos.
A. McCullough of Greenville, S. C.,
in March, 1934.
The Lillian Lancaster Owen Loan
Fund- Established September 1, 1956,
by Mr. J. Mack Owen of Orangeburg,
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the income to be u sed to help worthy
1udents.

Benj. Rice Rembert-Arthur G. Rembert Fund - By Dr. and Mrs. A. G.
Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C.

Hugh Milton Stackhouse-By Mr.
H . M. Stackhouse of Clemson College,
S. C., the income to be used as a loan
to help some worthy, needy students, preferably f r o m Marlboro
ounty.
James William Stokes- By bis widow, Mrs. Ella L. Stokes of Orangeburg, S. C., in July, 1904, the income
from which is to be u sed as a loan
in aiding deserving and needy students from Orangeburg County.
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Mary A. Watts- By Mrs. Mary A.
Watts of AbbevilJe, S. C., in Dece.mber, 1917, the income from which is
to be used in assisting students preparing to enter the ministry of the
Methodist Church, who in the judgment of the College, are unable to
help themselves.
Loan Funds

H. W. Ackerman Fund-By Mr. H.
W. Ackerman of Landrum, S. C.

fourth year students lo meet
tial expenses.

Rock Hill District Fund-By the
Rock Bill Distri ct, Upper South Caro·
Jina Conference.
Bland Connor Memorial 11
By hi s mother, of Fort Moue, S.
Anne J. Daniel Memoritl
Fund- Established in 1963.

/.

I' •

U~1',_.,.-,

i" .,_<1 ,,d

n ,,,J,,-J

%.

A.l#Nlu~J;~.,,

I.

rlr.

Shandon Epworth League Fund By Shandon Methodist Church, Columbia, S. C.

A. Mason DuPre Memorill
By Wofford College Staclell
1949-'50, and Mr. Eugene I.
derson of Spartanburg.

Sims, Lyles, Dawkins, Martin Loan
Fund.

.,,.. G. Jackson Fund-By Mr.
G. Jackson of Spart.a nburg,

lary

Ernest J. Eaddy Loan 11
Mr. Ernest J. Eaddy, Clm of llfi'
partanbarg, South Carolina.

. ad Mrs. T. /. Jordan FundIr. ud Mrs. T. J. Jordan.

Eubanks Memorial Fund li shed by J. Evans Eobaab
memorial to bis wife, Fnaca
house Eubanks, and their
Evans, Jr.

• I. U-. Fund- By Mr. W. E.

i.,_

H. C. Bethea Fund- By Mr. H. C.
Bethea of OiJlon, S. C.
\\<t~U. ~\. \)~\\.~~

F. W. Sessions Fund-By Mr. F. W.
ssions.

ef Llorens, S. C.

'illiul Andrew Lyon Fund -

By
.W.w and son, James Fuller Ly•
m un•ht,.r. Jnpz St. C. T....,,..

~

J.

~-

o' their F11th#U"'.

/. T. Smith and Wife Fund- By
Mr. J. T. Smith .
H. N. Snyder Trustee Fund-By a
friend, Spartanburg, S.
A. J. Stafford Fund-By Rev. A. J .
tafford, Spartanburg, S. C.
Sumter Sub· District Ministerial
Loan Fund - By Young Adult cJasses
of Sumler, S. C., District .
J. ,.._ Tl'tonk1._..- -'"llnd -

Hy Ur• .Jo.JJ.1;1

0. Wilson.

• McKeown Fund-By Mr.

l':/.1_,,..,~J.

J olin IF. Truas daltt ~·und-By Mr.

Pu""-'

By Bethel Methodist Church, Spar-

tanburg, S. C.
Edtuard P . Chamber& Fund-By his

daughter, Mrs. Marion
Greenville, S. C.

Coke Smith Fund- By Rev. Coke
Smith.

Wrigley of

itizen of Fort Mill, S. C.
Class of 1880 - T. B. Stackhouse
Fund-By Mr. T. B. Stackhouse of
olumbia, S. C., and bis classmates.
lass of 1905 Fund- By the clue
of 1905.
Cl<Us of 1939 Student Emergency
Loan Fund- E..u.bU&hed by Mr. Cecil

John W. Tniesdale, Kerahaw, S. C.

James D. Hammett Fund-&,
James 0. Hammell, Andenoa, &

George William Wallu!r Fund- By
Dr. G. W. Walker of Augusta, Georgia.

harles
Mr. Charles
wood, S. C.
Mary Elizabeth
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth BiUa of
bia, S. C., as a loan fund for
preparing for the ministry, widi
ial reference to service in I.be
fi eld.

D. D. Wallace Memorial Fund By Mr. Samuel S. Kelly of Statesville,

N. C.
-

Loans re-

to ministerial students and

T. p,u.e, .&'.,,_; By Mr.
T. Prince of A.llanu., Gt.~'I:!.'"·

Geo. W. Wannamaker Fund - By
Col. Geo. W. Wannamaker, Atlanta,
Georgia.
The Rev. W. Pinckney Way Incidental Loan Fund - Established in
1957 as a memorial to their father h.
rhe children of the Rev. W. Pinckney
Way. Loans from this fund lo be
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tended Wofford College for two
semesters before entering the Marine
orps.
Carter entered the Naval
Academy in 1935 and graduated in
1939, receiving a commission in the
Marine Corps. He fought with the
American Forces on Bataan and Corregidor where be became a prisoner
of war. The ship on which Carter
was being taken to Japan was sunk
by torpedo fire. He was able to swim
ashore but was recaptured and put
on anotbe.r ship to be taken lo Japan.
During this voyage be died of starvation and exposure.
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Sims-/Jyles-Dawkins-Martin- Established by Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Sims of
parlanburg, S. C., the income to be
used as a scholarship for orphan student& from Spartanburg, Union, and
Fairfield Counti es.
The Z. A. Smith Scholarship Fund
- Established by Mrs. Z. A. Smith of
Greenville, S. C., the income of whi ch
is to be used for helping worthy
students through college.
Spartnn Mills- Established by Spartan Mills, Spartanburg, South Carolina, in February, 1943. Income from
this scholarship is awarded to an
appli cant whose parents or who himself has been employed by Spartan
Mills at least the previous year. The
income from this endowment scholarship is supplemented by fund s from
partan Mills which bring the value
of the scholarship up to th e equivale.n t of a day student's fees. The
selection Committee to award this
cholarship is chosen by Wofford College. For further details, write the
Director of Financial Aid, Wofford
ollege.
Th e Stokes Memorial Scholarship
Fund-Established in 1965, in memory of their parents, The Rev. H enry
tokes, Class of 1893, and Mrs. Florence Heath Stokes, and their broth-

er, R. Wilson Stokes, Cl111 II
by Miss Mary Bolling Stobi,
Heath Stokes, and Thotokes, both of the Cla11 of 11

James M. Suxmson, Jr.-1
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Jame1 II.
son of South Boston, V1., iD
a memorial lo their son, 1
of Wofford College. To be
on the basis of character,
and scholarship achievemeat.

Student• Aid Funds Loan
Wofford College is one of
.... 700 colleges and universiipating in this national noni.a program for needy and
lhldents. Full-time students
Mrow up lo $1,500 per year,
• adent may borrow more
17,500. Repayments begin the
.., of the le.n th month after

teacher or administrator up to five
years. For information concerning this
loan program, contact the Director
of Financial Aid .

Endowed Loan Funds

Cokesbury Conference School - By
Micajah Suber of Cokesbury, S.
the income lo be used for the assistance of students studying for tl1e
hristian Ministry .
A. Mflson DuPre - By Mrs. E. P.
hambers or Spartanburg, S. C., and
by relatives and friend s of Mrs. A.
Mason DuPre, the income to be used
as a fund for the assistan ce of worthy
and ambitious students.

William R. Thomas, Jr. Iii
Scholarship- Established iD
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Virginia Beach, Va., as 1
their son, William R. Tho•
the class of 1970. Char1c1er,
need and scholastic achieY1
considered
ship.

The Garrett Endowed Loan Fund~
Established by Willora Garret Faulkner and Rev. Francis Leonard Garrett, (Class o( 1940 ) , in honor o( their
father, Rev. William Butler Garrett,
Jr., D.D. (Class of 1908 ), and in
memory of th eir mother, Mrs. Lora
Leonard Garrett, their brother William Butler Garrett, Ill, and their
sister, Emily Garrett Oliver, income
to be used as loans to deserving students.

oleman B.
Fund- Established by Dr.
Waller, Emeritus Professor ti
istry at Wofford College, f• ...
pose of awarding scho
qualified and deserving
al Wofford College.

Mn E. C. Hodges-By Mrs. E.
Hodges of Anderson, S. C., on December 25, 1925, the income the.r efrom to be used in assisting needy
students to obtain an education.

John W . Humbert- By Rev. John
W. Humbert, the income to be used
in a loan to an outstanding student
to assist him with his expenses.

Wilbur White Memorial
ship Fund - Established bJ
Mrs. F. W. Barnwell of W1
bins, Georgia in memory of
D. White, Class of 1919, Ille
of Mrs. Barnwell. To be I'
nually to a deserving llhldell
preference for natunlised
children of naturalized
W ofl or<l Memorial - ft,
morials sent to the Collep
dowed scholarship funda.

A. W . Love find Wife- Memorial
by A. W. Love and wife of Hickory
Grove, S. C., the income to be used
in assistin g worthy students.
Jos. A . McCullough--By Mr. Jos.
A. McCullou gh of Greenville, S. C.,
in March, 1934.
service
chool

The Lillian Lancaster Owen Loan
Fund- Established September 1, 1956,
by Mr. J. Mack Owen of Orangeburg,
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ASSISTANCE TO VETERANS AND DEPENDENTS

made to third and fourth year students to be used / or tbe purcb11se of
te,,;tbooks only.

Edward Welling Fund-By Mr. Edward Welling, Charleston, S. C.
Mary Pearle West Loan Fund- Es1ab\ished by \he estate ol Mary Pearle
West, May 18, 1962. To provide loans
to students who have decided to enter
the teaching profession upon graduation.
Rev. Whitfield B. Wharton Memorial Fund - By his widow, Mrs.
Mattie J. Wharton and children, Mre.

Subsistence and allowance checks are sent to veteran
(to guardians in the case of dependents of deceased vete ram) by the Veterans Administration. Any preliminary inquiries regarding non-receipt of these checks, therefor..,,
ahould he made to the Veterans Administration.
Under this program, a veteran pays his fees at the time
of registration hut wi11 receive a monthly allowance from
the Veterans Administration based on attendance and
progress reports made by the College. It is the veteran's
responsibility to see the R egistrar at the end of every
month about these reports. The Controller of the College
may he consulted concerning extensions of payment of
tuition.
Veterans shou1d consult the nearest office of the Veterans Administration for details of this program. Colleg
officia1s are glad to give assistance to veterans whenever
po88ible. Since interpretation of regulations governin g veterans' benefits is subject to change, veterans should keep
in touch with the Veterans Administration.

J. T. Wilkerson Fund- 87"
kerson family of Bickor, C..,..

W. S. Wilkerson Fund.-B, '9
kerson family of Hickor, C..,..

-

W o//ord College Dama 1.By the Wofford Collep
lob, for benefit of a marrieil

Julian D. Wyatt Fund.-87
lian D. Wyatt of Pickem, S. C.
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SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FUND
Through the years, by generous gifts from friend s and
alumni, the College has been building its Special Endowment, Endowed Scholarship, Endowed Loan, and Loan
Funds. These funds give finan cial stability to its program
and help to provide an educational service in accord with
the highest institutional standards. We are pleased to list
below this constantly enlarging group of funds, although
these fund s are not directly related to student financial
assistance.
Orr Black and Hugh S. Black
Fund- By Dr. Sam Orr Black
Dr. Bagb S. Black of Spartan-

s. c.

Jam es H. Carlisle Chair of R eligion
and Philosophy- Subscribed and directed throu gh the Wofford of Tomorrow Campai gn.
Aug. M. and Cerna S. Chreilzberg
Fund- By Mr. Aug. M. and Mrs. Cerna
S. Chreitzburg of Spartanburg, S. C.

c.

tliroagboot the State at large
flllicalarly from Spartanburg,

Mr. and Mrs. Jos. K . Da vis Endowmen t Fund - By Mr. and Mrs.
Jos. K. Davis of Spartanburg, S. C.
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amuel Dibble Memorial Library
Fund- By his daughter, Mrs. Agnes
Dibble Moss of Orangeburg, S. C.
Benjamin N. Duke Endowment
Fund- By Mr. Benjamin N. Duke of
harlo1te, N. C.

dent Services
Albert C. Outler Pro/1
Religion-Established in 191'
a gift from Robert J.
Given to an outstanding
the Religion DepartmenL

Warren DuPre Memorial Library
Fund - By his widow, Mrs. Carrie
Dunca n DuPre of Spartanburg, S. C.
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J. M. Evaru Endowment Fund-Established by the estat e of J. M.
Evans, May 9, 1952.

J. Thoma s Pate Memorial
Fund- By his widow, Mn.
Pate of Camden, S. C.

Ford Fnundation Endowment Fund
- Granted by th e Ford Foundation,
the principal of whi ch is to be held by
the grantee institution only as e.ndowrn ent, and the income from the investment of such principal shall be
used only to increase fa culty salaries.
After July 1, 1966, principal and inro rn e of the grant may be used for
any educational purpose.

0 . B. Simmons
nient Fund.

James D. Hammeu Memorial Fund
- By Mr. James D. Hammett of Anderson, S. C.

H. N. Snyder Chair o/
Lang1wge and LiJ.eratur1
and directed through the '1'1
Tomorrow Campaign.

T. B. Stackhouse

Dr. and Mrs. N. F. Kirkland Memorial Endowed Fund - Established
by her son, Dr. Wm. C. Kirkland of
the S. C. Conference.

ville, S. C.

D. D. Wallace Chair o/ 81
Economics.

Richard I. Mannins, Jr. Memorial
Fund- B, his nein o( SpattanhuYy,,

s. c.

·m aria( Endowment Fund- A depository for monies donated in lieu
<:>\ ~<l>'ll't.U. ~'\VI>~~ ~it.~\~<:>\ 'lnit.~~t..
alumni, or employees of the college.

between students and faculty outside the classroom
of informality and friendliness.
offices of the Deans and the Registrar exercise genmperrision of the student personnel program. Service
by the admissions department, the residence
eounseling and advising, extra-classroom activiti
facilities, and the placement bureau, all exist to
the needs and develop the capacities of the student.
1tudent activities program is co-ordinated by th
Union and the Director of Campus Activities. AU
for student activities are allocated throu gh the CamUaion. The Student Affairs Committee, a group of
and students under the faculty by-laws, approve
segalate all student organizations.

morrow Campaign.

William Howard Jackson Memorial
Fund- By his father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg, S. C.

Kirksey Endowme.n t Fund - Established by Mr. James Kirksey of Pickens, S. C., who willed one of the
largest bequests to the College in its
history.

effort is made to encourage and develop a co-

eaue of col1ege community among a11 members. Th

6~Yi.~ W" ~~ ~~'' t:'
Fund ThTO"Uf,b

Subscribed and

int. "'I o\\or~ ol T

ampaign.

nts is the Director of the Orientation
and transfer students. The program is planned by
1tation Committee consisting of faculty and student
new and transfer student will receive a letter inhim of the date and time he is expected to arrive
1u1, as well as specific instructions about what to
and where to report for the required orientation
During this orientation period, these students
acquainted with each other, student leaders, faculty
faculty advisors, the curriculum, campus facilimd the ColJege traditions, standards and policies.
new student is given a series of academic tests
-.meling purposes. Carefully planned social activities
lieJp students become better acquainted with each
md faculty members.
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAM
Testing and Research Center:

Wofford College provides testing and counseling eerricel
to assist all students in making a maximum adjustment a.
ollege life.
Vocational, aptitude, abilities, and personality testing
facilitate the student in assessing his capacities and diree>
tion in life in order that his full potential is utilized ill
both his academic life and career planning.
Freshman Advisors:
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Each freshman, upon arrival at the College, is assigned
to a faculty advisor. Freshmen will plan their progrllDI
with the assistance of the advisors. It is required, also, that
freshmen , before each r egistration, consult the ad.U.
about their programs of studies.
The advisor will be available during regular office boon
for student conferences. The student should 1l811Ume thlt
the advisor desires to aid him with fri endly, helpful ClOUlla
I. At the same time the student should take the initiatiq
in consulting the advisor about his personal and academic
problems.
Departmental Advison:

Each student is assigned to a departmental advisor 11
oon as his selection of a departmental subject for major
work is approved. The departmental advisor is available at
stated periods for student conferences. It is expected that
the student will consult the advisor on all matters relating
to his major and related work.

STUDENT HEALTH
The College maintains an infirmary on campus staffed
by a registered nurse with CoJJege physicians on call. Preventive as well as remedial attention is given.
The medical fee entitles a student living on campua to
medical care for ordinary case of sickness and accideotl.
Hospitalization in the infirmary is permitted for a limited
time for minor illnesses when bed care is necessary. The
College does not assume the cost of X-rays, special nunea,

physicians, surgical operations, laboratory tests,
of chronic conditions, convalescence from opera·
care in other hospitals.
..Jmatary health and accident insurance policy i
on request. Each student will receive details on
Jll'll'&m prior to registration each fall.

part-time jobs on the campus are available to
who need financial assistance. Also, there are
epportuoities for part-time employment in the city
urg. Students who are interested in securing
)llrt·time employment should consult with the Direc·
Financial Aid.
many Wofford under graduates hold part-time
aperience has shown that only exceptionally able
students can hold regular outside employment
•the same time do satisfactory scholastic work. It i
.ded that a student come to coUege prepared to
himself for at least his first half-year without th
of undertaking additional outside work.

:ord College is glad to assist seniors and alumni in
jobs in field s appropriate to their interests and
The Director of Placement is charged with the
iility of administering the placement program of

College.
early fall, the seniors are given an opportunity to
with the Placement Office. Assistance is given stu·
in preparing and making desired contacts for place·
apon graduation by informing students of job op...1es, arranging interviews between employers and
1b, and helping students gather and present their
to prospective employers.
lepreeentatives of various businesses and industries are
to visit the College for discussion and personal
a with students. The College, of course, does not
a position, but makes every effort to assist alum·
. . eeniors to obtain positions.
fte Placement Office is located in the Burwell Campus
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FINANCIAL AID FOR GRADUATE STUDY
Many graduate and professional echoolt a111r
~n7(1Y, a.mfiw-.dqfr; auf1"8ggi(gllfgtfips fOr
study. Wofford. takes pride in the lar ge number ofita
ates holding such graduate scholarships. Chairmen
departments are glad to help Wofford graduates
such grants. In addition, the Faculty Committee on
ate Scholarships and Fellowships makes every
assist students in securing financial assistance for
and professional study.

STUDENT LINEN SERVICE
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Students are required to furnish bed Jinem, h:
and towels. Service is provided on campus for rentiDg
items from a private concern. Full information ii
to each student one month prior to the beginning ti
fall semester.

Student Regulations
Wofford College has developed an entirely new
student r esponsibility. This was done through 11tudeat
ers, faculty, administration , and the Board of Tru1•
code is printed in full in the Student Handbook "
to all students at the beginning of the faU semester,
student is expected to be thoroughly familiar wilk
Code and keep it available for constant reference.

STUDENT SERVICES

dining hall. Day students may purchase meal tickets
the Controller.
Up~t~h.,,,.,,,m.~'i'l

.....,\..\)

~\.""\"'

\.\)

't<t-\.?.\'\'\ 't~m."' \.\)'t ~'i'l\)\\"\~'t

year must notify the Director of Housing in writing and
make a $50.00 non-refundable room reservation deposit by
the end of the first week following spring holidays.
Freshmen, insofar as facilities permit, are assi gned with
their requested roommates. The majority of the rooms are
designated for occupancy by two men. A few single rooms
are available. Fraternity lodges do not offer livi ng quarters
except for two house managers in each lodge.
Specially trained upper-class students are assigned to
the residence halls to lead in the organization of the residence group and to aid the other student residents in the
eolution of problems.
The Residence Hall Board of Standards and the individual residence hall councils assist in the maintenance of
diecipline in the halls by hearing student cases referred to
them.
All dormitories are equipped with basic furnishin gs of
lingle beds, mattresses, dressers, desks, and chairs. R esidents are encouraged to obtain their own drapes, pictures,
bedspreads, rugs and lamps after arrival at the College.
Students are expected to be finan cially responsible for
the loss of their personal belongings through fire or theft.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
AUTOMOBILE REGULATIONS
All motor vehicles operated on campus maat he
tered with the office of the Superintendent of 81
and Grounds at registration or within 24 houn after
ing the vehicle on campus. At the time of regi
student will be given a copy of parking and traffic
tions. He is expected to he familiar with these ...
by them at all times.

RESIDENT STUDENTS
All students, except those coming daily &.
homes, are required to live in the College residence
Exceptions to this regulation may he granted by die
of Students only when good reasons exist.
All resident students are required to board in ...

Wofford College has numerous honor societies, professional fraternities and clubs, religious groups, and social
organizations, which the student may join.
0-,o
Piii Omega is a nation al
flllernity. The qualifications
ip include leadership,
., ud a willingness to serve.
ftl Omega is a brotherhood
purpose of servin g the naeommunity, and the camfratemal spirit is achieved
die panicipation of the mem1 program of social activities
projects

Blue Key
Blue Key is a nati ona l honorary
l eadership fraternity for juniors and
for membership only aft er he has
seniors. It is designed to honor those
stu dents wl10 have been active in
extra-curricular activities and who
ha ve maintained a scholastic r eco rd
above the avera ge.
The Block " W" Club
The Block " W" Club is an honorary organization. A stude nt is eligible
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fo r membership onl y after he has
wo n a letter in one of the six maj or
sporl s : fo otball, basketball , tra ck,
ba ~eba JJ, lennis, or golf.
Se nior Order of Gnom es

The Se nior Order of Gnomes gathers to gether from two to four of the
most promin ent and influ enti al memb ers of the Seni or Class. Each year,
near the end of th e
liring Seni or
new
members.
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Mempate in
upon appli cation
h y 1he Director.

and in intens.i ve physical condition·
in g pro gram al both Camp Croft and
on the Wofford College campus.
Morgon Rifles

wpett

Pi Gommo Mu

Pi Ga mma Mu
rience honor fraternity. Tiie
of thi s fraternity is to
members 1he id eals of tol

insna

'T he Campus Union
The Ca mpu s Uni on has replaced
T he Stud ent Government Association,
Th e Student Christian Council, and
The lnterfraternity Council as the
r hi ef plannin g, programmin g an d
legislative student or ga nization on
m an are
ca mpu s. Through an executi ve committee, leg islative assembly, and ten
1nnmittces., lb. i & Gt l(,ll.tfrt.atlan al tempt s to in volve ii11 stuae nts I n i:be
academi c, r eli gious, social, cultural
and po liti ca l a ffairs of tbe campus.

academic honor that
to a Wofford man is elecPlii Beta Kappa, national
Kholaatic fraternity. Memnqairements anywhere, and
ll Wofford, are exceptionThe primary achi evement
i a scholarship, b u t
and ability are also con!bdenta are chosen in their
,... Wofford's chapter was
Ill J.nuary, 1941, in r ecogtl die acbool's unusually hi gh
ltlndards.

A W olford Ch apter o[ the Pershin g Rifl es was found ed in May of
1959. In May of 1962 the unit voted
to withdraw fr om the Pershin g Rifles
Na ti onal Orga ni zati on a n d rename
th e unit " Mor gan Rifl es" in honor
of th e Revo luti onar y Wa r hero, Gen·
eral Dani el Mor ga n. Guidon a n d
uniforms we.r e redesigned utili zin g the
Wo fford school colors. The unit now
has more local signifi ca nce while still
retainin g the mi ssion of developin g
and reco gni zin g outstandin g lead er·
ship.
This select drill team performs intri cate drill maneuvers and represents
the Coll ege in parades and oth er acti viti es throu ghout the state. T he unit
comma nd ed by a Cadet Li eute.n·
.1 ~

jo _CGipnOses' ~t ...lw>ior,

phomor es and outsta ndin g Freshmen
who are member s of the ROTC Cadet Corps.

Cirle K Club

ircle K is a national service orga ni za ti on sponsored by Ki wani s Internation al. Membership is based on
leadership, service, and character.

Rifl e Team
The ROTC Rifle Team is a charter
member of the Western Carolina
Rifle Conference and as such competes with other conference mem·
bers on a reciprocal basis. Members
of thi s team may be awa rded a scho ol
lette r fo r their parti cipation in thi s
activity.

Glee Club

The Glee Club's pro gram of activities is designed to give qu alified
stud ents the opportunity to develop
and use choral mu sic skill s. Through
the r egularly schedul ed rehear sals, instru ction in mu sic a nd th e techniq ues of sin gin g is given to help the
group become better prepared for its
numerou s p u b 1 i c appearances. A
spring tour is planned in addition to
lo cal and out-of-town performances on
other occasions. Some scholarship aid
is ava il able. For information, write to
Director of Music.
Bonds

Stud ents with previou s instrumental experi ence are eligible to partici-

are presented
or ganization.
Pre-Med ical

SocietJ

The Pre • Medical
ganized in 19-16 for ...
acquainting the
with the field of

Sk i Clu b

The purpose of this group is lo
engage the inter est of amateur skiing
in all aspects and shall fun ction as
a r ecreational, social, non-profit organization.
Hype rop ics

H yp er opics i s dedi cated l o t h e
beli ef that fund amental truths belong
lo all di sciplines and that the truly
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educated man pursues these truths
across the line of academic di sciplines.
This discussion group meets monthly
and directs itseli to the pursuit, absorption, and rational u se of knowledge unswerved by di sciplinary bias.
Membership is limited to a maximum
of two senior r epresentatives from
each academi c department granting a
major.
Social Fraternities
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A coveted honor bestowel!
select group of Wofford
electio n to Who's Who
dents in American Univ,
Colleges. Factors consideretl
excellence and sincerity in
sbjp, leadership, and pani,
extracurricular and ac.ademlc
ties, campus citizenship ...
to the school, and promi1e ti
fuln ess to business and soeieq,
tion is tluough secret lllllll
co mmittee representing the
!ration, faculty and studelt
the program is administered
Student Affai rs Committee.

Fraternities exist at the will of the
institution, on this campus as is the
case elsewhere. The purpose and activities of such groups shall be consi stent with the main objectives and
formal organizations of the College.
No organization shall require of its
members any activity incompatible
with scholasti c attainment and spiriYoung Democrats Club
tual growth, whi ch are the primary
A Wofford Chapter of the T1
objectives of the College. AU phases
Democrat
s Club w a e chuteM
of fraternity initiation, except formal
1966. This CI uh provides
induction, mu st be confined to the
who have an interest in die
chapter hou se property, and the initiacrati c Party an opportunity to
tion ceremonies shall require noththeir political interest.
ing of an initiate which might in any
way occasion physical or personal degradation. Thus fraternities can jusYoung Republicans Club
tify their existence as members of the
A Wofford Chapter of the 11
ColJege community only so long as
Republican s Club was c
they contribute to and do not detra ct
1964. Tbi s C lub provld111
from the basic purposes of the Col"h°"n'I> 'n11'\°'e WI\ "Td\ent\ 1n ege.
lican Party an opportunilJ II
The following social fraternities
their political intere1L
have chapters in the College: Delta
Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Si gma, Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi,
Athletics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Sigma Nu.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Theatre Workshop

An organization devoted to giving
students interested in the th eatre a
chan ce to participate in play readings and play productions. The Wofford College Theatre Workshop also
shares in various activities with the
Palmetto Players of Converse College.

and participation of in'
in various sports, i
hall, touch football, and
All stud ents are urged lO
in these sports because of
fluen ce upon the buildins tf
bodies and the develop..acter.

l"P'IM of interco!Jegiate ath11 recognized as an important
.., cellege life, and because of its
values, the College gives
gement and direction. The
believes i n h i g h amateur
for intercollegiate athleti cs.

The College is a member of the National Associa tion of Intercollegiate
Athl eti cs, and the College conforms
to the rul es and requirements of thi s
association.
\V offord field s intercolle giate teams
in football, basketball, baseball, tra ck,
tennis, golf, and rifl ery.

THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD
The Publications Board is composed of three faculty
members elected by the faculty and five student members.
This Board exercises financial control over the three
principal student publications and the campus radio station, and elects their editors-in-chief, business managers,
and station managers. However, it is at the service of the
student staffs for suggestions or advice concerning their
work.
Publications under the jurisdiction of the Board are
the Old Gold and Black, a weekly newspaper; the Journal,
a literary magazine; and the Bohemian, a year book.
Rules governing student publications are printed in the
Code of Student Responsibility.
The following publications afford, to those students
who have special aptitude for such matters, excellent training in journalism and in business management. Interested
students are assisted and encouraged by the Faculty in
thPJr rllort11..
poems, and the method of treatment
is literary in character. It is published four times during the school year.

1"e \o"em\cn1
and interof special in-

a •paine intended to reprellett intellectual life of the
Wy. In addition to its edi... iuterial in it consists of
• llrious topics, stories, and

The Bohemian is a hand some, illustrated volum e published annually
near the close of the year by the
student body. lt is a record ol all student activities and achievements for
the current year - literary, oratorical, athl etic, social, and religious and the illustrations include photo·
graphs of va rious groups and college
organizations and pictures of campus
sce nes and buildings.
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PRIZES AND MEDALS
result of a
o;ilt by Mr. Andrew Helmus in 1957, three prizee, 6nl
econd $15, third $10, will be given annually to
submitting the best original poems to a faculty
THE HELMUS POETRY PRIZE.-

As a

The Register
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1971-72
A. DtJRHAM, Chairman
Deputy Superintendent for Finance and Operations, S. C. Department of Education, Columbia, S. C.

llALrH

THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AwARo.-8~
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dallions awarded annually by the College throgp
benefaction of the Southern Society of New York
nior student and one other person who is not a
of the institution, who need not he a graduate of .,
lege or university, but who shall have some in
association with, or relation to said institution, 01
otherwise, of a nature to make this form of reco. •
said institution obviously appropriate and iname
her proper appreciation of the same. These awn
based solely on the recognition of noblenesa and
tarian qualities of character.

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
Departmental awards are granted each year to
ing Senior students in the various departments of die
lege. These awards are made on the basis of
achievement, character, and intellectual promiee. Net
than one such award is made in any one year by 1
partment.

Vice-Chairman
President, Copleston's Klendry, Inc., Charleston, S. C.

JAMES M. CULPEPPER,

N. BRITTA IN, Secretary
Minister, Trinity Uni ted Methodist Church, Spartanburg, S. C.

THOMAS

W. J.

BRYAN

CRENSHAW

Minister, Shandon United Methodist Church, Columbia, S. C.

C. FuNtt

D u BosE,
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JR.

Minister, Orville Uni ted MetJ1odist Church, Anderson, S. C.

J.

BOND GARVAN

President, P. Ga r va n, Incorporated, Spartanburg, S. C.

s.

R.

GLENN

Minister, Grace Unit ed Methodist Church, Pickens, S. C.
IYllSON GRAHAM. JR.
Minister of Counseling, Ce ntral United Methodist Church,
Florence, S. C.

J. F. M.

HOFFM EYER

Minister, St. J ames United Methodist Church, Charleston, S. C.

II. 8.

HUDNALL

Minister, Central United Methodist Church, Spartanburg, S. C.

I. S.

)ONES

Chaplain, E. W. Springs Memorial Hospital, Lancaster, S. C.

w. w.

KELLETT,

JR.

P1rtner, Elliott, Davis & Co.,
Greenville, S. C.

LAuv H.

rtified Public Accountants,

McCALLA

Surgeon, Greenville, S. C.
BuoLD McLcoo
District Director, U. S. Internal Revenue Service, Columbia, S. C.
)OCD 11\tLLIUIN

President, Deering Milliken, Inc., Spartanbur g, S. C.
M. MOSELf:Y
Consultant, S. C. State Department of Education, Columbia, S. C.

Au;11

F. PATIERSON
President, The Palmetto Bank, Laurens, S.

Dw1cHT
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H. LEH ROCERS
District Superintend
Greenville,

Market, Inc. and Acme Development

HERBER,. L. ::iPELL
Retired Minister, Murrells fnlet. S. C.

Asst. to President, Holden Industries,

c. THOMAS
hairman of the Board, Moreland
burg, S. C.

PAUL

and Southern National

Bank of S. C.,

J. ANTHONY WlllTE
Physician, Easley, S. C.

Mills, Spartanburg,

COUNCIL OF WOFFORD ASSOCIATES*
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Milliken Resea rch Corp., Spartanburg, S. C.

BENJAMIN P. ADAMS, Jn.
Vice Presid ent , U. S. Plywood-Champion Papen,
Div., Orangeburg, S. C.

111
olumbia, S. C.

D. GLENN ASKINS, ]R.
Physician, Marion, S. C.

lade Crumpton, In c., Durham, N. C.

T. DAVIS
lldred Execulive

]AMES M. BAii.EV
Retired Vice Pres.i dent, Pacolet lndustrie1, Inc., Ft.

0 . BLACK, ]R.
urgeon, Spartanburg,

,\ J\ll1 EL

J. Da.\lU, )11.
lurative Editor, Elementary Textbook Divisio n, Director and
Y. Pre1., Ginn and Company, Boston. Mass.

v .

HARLES ). BRADSHAW
Chairman of the Board, Spartan Food Systems, loe.,

':>.

c.

partanburg Day School, Spartanburg, S. C.

FLOYD r. BROWNLEY, ]R.
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs,
hauanooga , T enn.

milh Co., Spartanburg, S. C.

Ylce Chancellor, University Systems of Georgia, Atlanta, Ga.

W. W. BRUNER
President, The First National Bank of

J. C. BULL

V. Pres., The First National Bank of Atlanta,

........ c•.

-

A. EVINS
.&ltlriiey, Means, Evins, Browne, ond Hamilton, Spartanburg, S. C.

Physician, Spartonburg, S. C.
ERNEST BURWELL
President, Burwell Chevrolet, Inc., Spartanburg,

Glass Works, Laurens, S. C.
o-Manager, Goldfinch Funeral Home
emetery of Conway, Conway, S.

DAN M. BYRD, )R.
Vice President, Springs Mills, Fort Mill, S. C.
HOWARD B. CARLISLE, III
President, Band & While, Inc., Spartanburg, S. C.
M. L. CATES. ]R.
President and Treasurer, Arkwright Mills, Spartudiiai,
•'J'he Council consist.a or individuals designated by the Board ti
Wotrord Aasociat.,,.. who render advisory or other apeclal wl'Yiea
lege in s trengthening ill proirrams educationally, financlalb or

I.

GosNELL

A. Co1neJf & Sons, Realtors and fosurors, Arfington, Va.
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L. A. GRIER, Ja.

J.

eneral Insuran ce, Grier & Co., Spartanburg, S. C.

MAXWELL, Ja.
Greenville, S. C.

B. SHOCKLEY H ALL
Vice President , American Comm ercial Agency, Inc.,

Greenville, S. C.

N.
LEVELAND ::S. HARLEY
Vice President, Harley Bag co mpany,

N. C.

C. WAL LA CE HARPER
Ph ysician, Green vi ll e,

Cryovac Division, W. R. Grace & Co.,

B. CALHOUN HIPP
enior Vice President, Liberty Life Insurance Co.,
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ledred Executive Vice President of Na tional Steel Co rporation,
1-lrum, S. C.

G. B. UODCE
Surgeon, Spa rtanburg, S. C.

A. 0.011
Aaerney, Odom, Nolen & Foster, Spartanburg, S. C.

J OHN M. J. HOLLIDAY
Vice President, Pee Dee Farms Corp., Ga livants FerrJ, S.

R.

ODOM

and Foster, Spartanburg. S. C.

J . GRIER H UDSON
Executive Vice Presid ent , Belk-Hudson Stores, Spartanblrr.

South ern Methodist University, Dallas,

MON IE S. HUDSON
mi st, Hudson Co nsulting Se rvi ce,
RHETT J ACKSON
Furniture and Carpet Retailer, Columbia, S. C.

•

lllUiness t.xeculive, Sa lonika, Greece.

BENJAMIN 0. JOHNSON
.-~;-;;~~~er, Scientifi c Methods, Inc., Washington, D. C.
Attorney and Vice President, Spa rtan Mills, Spananhus, S.
W. W. JoHNSON
P resid ent, Bankers Trust of S. C., Columbia, S. C.

•

Pn.ident, Spartan Food Systems, Inc., Spartanburg, S. C.

ARL A. JoNES
President und Publi sher, John son
ity, Tenn.
JO E KI NG
President, Joe Kin g Oldsmobile,

Y.
York, N. Y.

THOMAS L. KING
Retired General Sales Manager, Pontiac Motor Divisioa,
Motors, Columbia, S. C.
PA UL w. MCALISTER
Attorney, Laurens, S. C .
. W. McCALL
Denti st, Tryon, N.
J. G. McCRACKEN
uperint endent , Spartanburg City Sch oo ls,
WALTON J . McLEOD, JR.
Attorney, J efferies, McLeod, Unger & Fraser, Walterlien, I

Smith Wholesale Dru g Co., Spartan-

Company, Gr eenwood, S. C.
National Bank, Knoxville, Tenn.
Olympia Mills, Spartanburg, S. C.
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I BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THIBADEAU

Thibadeau, Shaw, and Company, Inc., Decatur, Ga.

P.

ROBERT

TIMMERMAN

President., Granviteville Company, Graniteville, S. C.
THOll1AS T. TRAYWICK

Farmer, Cope, S. C.

T.

Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S.
Easley, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
harlotte, N. C.
harleston, S. C.
Virginia Beach, Va.
Florence, S. C.
partonourg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
partanburg, S. C.
olumbia, S. C.
Hartsville, S. C.
Bennells"i lie, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
partanburg, S. C.
partonburg, S. C.
Ga ffn ey, S.
Atlanta, Ga.
Columbia, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
partanburg, S. C.
Greenville, S.

c. BELK

Cm.TON BOWYER

EMMETT WALSH

F. DuBuo, Jn.

Attorney, Spartanburg, S. C.
,T OWELL

S. HAILEY, President
S. Llw1s, Jlice-Presitlent
CAIL WALSH, Jn., Secretary
A. Ctta, Ja., Treasurer
A. Buu

'·"~-....

t;. WASSON

Retired Vice President of Operations, National
Midland-Ross Corporation, Tryon, N. C.

Caltiaa

R.

c.

Go1DON,

)R.

GRAHAM

H. WAYNE WELl.S
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Financial Vice President and Treasurer, Mohawk Diii
orporati on, New York, N. Y.

B. WH ITE
President, The Beacon, Spartanburg,

J OH N

)OHN

D.

W •

WITHERS

Assistant Director for Biological Education, AIDS, 'W1

D.
RAtPH WOFFORD

Business Executive, Houston, Texas
Louis B. WR1CHT

Retired Director, The
base, Md.

., ADVISORY COUNCIL

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Develo11ment: Dwight F. Patterson, Chairm11n, Bryan
James Culpepper, J. Bond Garvan, J. F. M. Ho,._,.

Exec111iue Committee: Ralph Durham, Chairman, Jama
ice-C11a 1rman, Iliomas tfriita1n, Secrefary, tff. II.
Roger Milliken, Dwight F. Patterson, Herbert Spell.

Finance: "Roger M\\\\ken, Chairman, 'E. S. }ones, VI. VI. Liii.'
Haro'i\ 1'\c\,eoi\, 1>au' C.. 'rnoma ~.
Honorary Degrees: C. Fronk Do Bose, S. R. Glenn,
on, Ralph A. Durham, Ex-01/icio.

Dwlak

'5mlien\ Ji~~mn: \fl.~. ~~ti.'Mi.\\, C~t>WIM.'I\, ~-- "·
Frank DoBose, Levy Rogers, J. Antho ny White.
•Wolford Aaaociates.
.. First name on commi ttee designates chairman. The PN1idat II
member of all committees except Judicial Council.

Jiu L

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
B. SAUVAIN, Secretary
llu. G1ouc M . BAcc 1cH,
llu. M. L. Boccs
LENTZ,

r. SHOIUY,

JR.

Ila. McKAY BRABHAM
Ila. AUHEY E. BROOKS
llu. F. A . CARPENTER
Ila. L. lrl. CL\l!!f., h ..
m llas. )AMES W . DAv1 s
All Mas. F. 0. D1 c K1NsoN , )R.
AD lbs. THOMAS W. D UNAWAY
lbs. FUNK s. FAIREY
llu. LEONARD GA y
llu. J. E. GRIFFETH
llu. WALTER M. KEENAN, )1.
Ila. II. MONROE KIMBREL
L L&Nn

Columbia, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
barlotte, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Cn.t.n'l\\\e, ~. C..
Charloue, N. C.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Anderson, S. C.
Ro ck Hill, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Greenville, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Aiken, S. C.
Colombia, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Columbia, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
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MR. AND Mas.
MR. AND Mas.
Ma. AND Mas .

E. SNOW MARTIN
K. L. MuaPHY
Ro: H. O 'STEEN,

Ja.

DuPre Admin. Bldg.

MR. NATHAN PEARSON
DR. AN D ,Mas. W1LLIAM J. PENDERGRAST

).\'!..

l\l\ll \.\'-S. ~\\.\.'\At.\ £.. ~I.}\'.

1)11. AND ~llS. )om~

E.

Ma. AND Mas. FRED

Ma. AND l\1Rs . JoHN
MR.

E. B.

t..

REED

G.

R10D1cK

SAUVAIN

MR. AND Mes. CHARLES S. SCHOFIELD
Me. AND Mes. W1NSTON SEAllLES
Mes. A. F . S HORKEY
MR. AND Mas. MARVIN
Ma. AND Mas.

0.

Me. AND Mes. J.
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Me. AND Mes. L.
MRS.

G.

Collllllil,
Greenlllt.
Florem,
Rock 811,

DuPre Admin. Bldg.
Ph.D., Dean of the College
ssistant Dean of the College and

Andenll,

B.

S1zEMORE

STANLEY SMITH, Ja.

D.
E.

President Emeritus

l\n:CE

TODD, Ja.
TOMLINSON

HERMAN W ALltER

s.,.ru......,
Collllllil,
Greenlllt.
Chari-.

Greearill.

Marsh Hall
Lopn, A.B., A.M., Dean of Admissions
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Preston, A.B., Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Records
DuPre Admin. Bldg.
B. Sydnor, B.A., Registrar and Director of Summer School

arlisle Hall
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Director

J, Anderson,

Sandor Teszler Library
B.A., M.S. in L.S., Librarian

Backs, Jr., B.A., M.A., B.A. in L.S., Archivist

A.B.,

M.S.

in

L.S.,

Refere nee and Periodicals

C. Wood, B.A., Cataloger

M .Div.,

Burwell Campus Center
Dean of Students

I. Leach, B.S., M.A., Assistant Dean of Students, and
of Residence Hall Education Program
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Housi ng
Margaret M. Woodwa.rd, Director of Housing

W. Scheerer, B.S., M.A., Director of Intramural Sports

Mary Black
Student Hea lth Services
Sam 0. Black, Jr., M.D .• Director of Studenl Health Smiiclll
R. Bruce Ford, M.D., Consulting Psychiatrist
Sidney G. Alston, M.D., College Physician
Melvin D. Medlock, M.D., College Physician
Mack C. Poole, M.D., College Physician
Mrs. Dorothy B. Halligan, R.N., Resident College Nurse, Bi.l
firmary
Mrs. Eliz11hell1 Johnson, R.N., College Nurse

E. Bogar, B.S., Tennis Cooch and Assistant Football Coach

Coach and Assistant Football

B. Muirhead, B.S., Track Coach and Assistant Football Coach

FINANCE AND PLANNING
Edward E. Greene, B.S., C.P.A., Director of Finance and
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Business Operations
Harold S. Smithyman, A.B., Controller
Financia l Aid
Marcus S. Griffin, B.S., Di.rector of Fi11uancial Aid
Physical Plant
John R. Curry, Director of Physical Plant
Wallace B. Henderson, Assistant Director of Physical Plat
Auxiliary Enterprises
Burrell Campas
William T. Beckham, A.A., Director of Food Service
Ri chard W. Scudder, A.B., Director of Conteen and Boole S...
Wigbtmn

A. Stober, B.S., M.S., A ssistant Professor of Physical Education
ud ..4thletic Trainer

FACULTY, 1971-72
THO)IAS ADAMS

l'rof-r of Sociology
A.B.., A.M., University or Alabama; Ph.D., Tulane University
ConoN SMITH ADAMS

l'rof-r of Romance Languages
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina

Robert L. Huggin, A.B., Manager, Book Store
A.B., Indiana University; M.S. in L.S., Syracuse University
DEVELOPMENT
Cermette J. Clardy, Jr., B.A., M.Div., Director of Developmm
Estate Planning
T. Keller Cogswell, B.S., Consultant for Development to the

of Philosophy
A.B., University of Georgia; B.D., Vanderbilt
'.UCI DEAN ARMITAGE*

Alumn i Affa irs
Marion B. Peavey, B.A., M.A., Associate Director of Dev,
and Director of Alumni A/fairs

Aaillani Professor of Art
A.B., University of California; M.A., University of Geo rgia

College Relations
John H. Campbell, Jr., B.A., Director

Aaillani Professor of Economics
B.S., Davis Elkins College; M.L., University of Pittsburgh ;
M.A., University of South Carolina

Jack E. Peterson, B.S., M.S., Director of Athletics and Head Fi
Coach
Eugene F. Alexander, A.B., Business Manager of ..4thletia al
Head Basketball Coach

DAVID BAR.R.ETT

blociate Professor of Religion

A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University ;
Ph.D., Drew University
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Ross HAWTHORNE BAYARD

Science

Assistant Professor of History
B.A ., Washington and Lee University; M.S.,
Ph.D., University of South Carolina
FlurANDEZ

CURTIS PORTER BELL

Associate Professor of Mathematics

DEVELASCO

..,,,,_, Professor of Foreign Languages

B.A., Havana In stitute; Ph.D., Havana University

B.S., Wofford College; M.A., Ph.D., Univenity tf
CAPTAIN DAVID OWEN BmD

Assistant Profe.<sor of Miliwry Science
B.S., The Citadel
DOUGLAS ARTHUR BOWLING

Visiting instruct.or of Religion
A.A., Spartanburg Junior College; A.B., Wofford
B.D., Candler School of Theology
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Emory University

JhcKilL DOOLEY
......., Professor of English

A.B., Loyola College; M.A., Kent State University; Ph.D.,
Vanderbilt University
and Fred A. Gosnell, Sr.,

JAMES ROBERT BR UC.E

Assistant Professor of Sociology
University of Virginia

B.A., Central State College
JoHN MOORE BULLARD

Albert C. Out.ler Professor of R eligion

Language

A.B., A.M., Univer sity of North Carolina;
B.D ., Yale Divinity School; Ph.D., Yale Univenity

College; M.A., University of Maryland

W1LL IA!l1 Pt NCKNEY CAVIN

John M. Reeves Professor of Chemistry
A.B., Wofford Co llege; A.M., Duke University;
Ph.D., U ni ver sity of North Ca rolina
LAWRENCE HARRIS C HEWNI NG, JR.
Professor of E rlgLish
B.A., Furman U niver sity;
M.A., Ph.D., University of Virginia
PHILIP STAN HOPE COVINGTON

Professor of English

Government

B.A., M.A., University of Alabama

University of Alabama
GAGAlllNE

l.ediirer of Russion Language
Tangantsev Gimnazya, St. Petersburg, Russia; Rayev Historical-Philologica Institute, St. Petel"$burg, Russia

A.B., Emory University;
Wofford Coll ege

\V i.'llS'f. A. C.'1U'
Visiting Professor of lntern111ional Studies
A.B., Asbury Co llege; B.D., Asbury Seminary; M.A.,
Coll ege

WILLIAM

GREEN

bteciale Professor of Economics

B.S., Shippensburg ColJege; Litt.M., University of Pittsburgh

MAJOR TH EODORE STEPHENS Do11ELSON

Assista nt Professor of Military Science
B.S., West Point
LAWRENCE H. D AVIDSON

Lecturer in Art
Certifi ca te, Drexel Institute; studies in
sculpture with Timothy Cole and Frank Stepa;
versity of Hawaii, one yea r ; Pennsylnnia Aeadelir
Fine Arts, three years

.._.le
B.B.A.,
RICHARD

GROSS

Professor of

Engli.~h

Wake Forest; M.A., University of North Carolina;
Ph.D., Duke University

1flUIUI

HARRINGTON

'-ciale Professor of Geology

B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute ; M.S., Ph.D., University
o( North Carolina
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DWICH T JOSEPH HARRIS

A ssistant Professor of Philosophy
A.B ., Wesl Virginia University;
Universit y

Wyoming
Profeuor of Government
I.A., N1tion1l Cheng-Chi University, Chio1; M.A., UniverlilJ of Tenne11ee

OLONEL JOSEPH WILLIAM HAYES, J•.

Professor of Military Science
B.G.E., University of Omaha
EDM UND HENRY

ssistant Professor of English
A.B., Syra cuse University

lnstilute; M.S., Ph.D., University

JOHN Q U ITM AN BILL

John M. Reeves Profe&sor of Mathematics
B.S., Wofford College; B.A., M.A., Oxford

122

Ullhmllf
University of Tenneseee

M AJOR WILM ER DARDEN HILL

123

A ssistant Professor of Military Science
B.S., Florence Stale University

College for Teachers; Ph.D.,

W1LL1Al\1 BROOKS HUBBARD

A ssistant Professor of Biology
B.S., Wofford College ; M.Ed., University of Nd
HERBERT BUCKS, Ja.

of Pharmacy and Science;
Ph.D., University of North

Archivist
A.B., Wofford College; M.A., Emory UnivenllJ1
L.S., Emory University
L EWIS PIN CKNEY JONES

John M . Reeves Professor of History
A.B., M.A., Wofford College; Ph.D., Unlvenitf ti
arolina
]OSEPH BOWARD KILLIAN, ]R .

Assistant Profe&sor of History
B.A., Wake Foresl College
CAPTAIN CARL IS LE R1 c HARD

Professor of Physics

A.B,. Wabash College; Ph.D., Duke University
Profeasor of Physics

A.B,. D1vidson College ; M.A., Duke University

Knrc

Univenity of North Caro-

A ssistant Professor of Military Science
B.S., North Carolina Stale University
THOMAS NEIL LENTZ

Instructor of Art
B.S., WoHord College
WALTER RAYMOND LEONARD

John M. Reeves Professor of Biology
A.B., Tusculum College ; A.M., Ph.D., VaoderWlt
JOAB MA U LDIN LESES NE, Ja.

Associate Profe&sor of History
B.A., Erskine College; M.A.,
Carolina

M.A., University of South Cuolina
Professor of Mathematics

A.B,. Wofford College; A.M., Duke University

harleston ; B.Mus., M.Mus., Converse
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}OHN WILLIA.bf PJLLEY

Auistant Professor of Psycholo1Y
B.A., Abilene Christian College; B.D., Princele9
cal Seminary; M.A., Stetson Uni•enity; JU.
Memphis State University

Gui

STVHENS

Professor of Chemistry
l.S., Wofford College; M.S., Ph.D., Clemson University

Ph.D., Tulane UniDAVID HYDE PRINCE

Professor of Education and Psycholo1Y
A.B., M.A., Wofford College; Ph.D.,
Carolina

M.S., Indiana University

PHILIP NOEL RA CINE

A ssistant Professor of History
A.B., Bowdoin College; M.A.,

University; Ph.D., University of North

RI CHARD JOSEPH FERNANDEZ R Ei\UREZ

124

125

Assistant Professor of Foreign Languagu
B.A., De Law Salle; M.A., University of Ara..,
University of Holguin

University

EMERITI
RICHARD LONC ROBINSON

Associate Professor of Mathematics
B.S., Wofford College; M.A., Ph.D., UninnllJ tf

IAYllOND BOURNE

• Reeves Professor of Modern Languages, Emeritus

A.II., Wofford College; A.M., University of North Carolina

WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER

Professor of Physical Education
B.S., Memphis State College; A.M., Columbia

of English, Emeritus
A.B., A.M., University of North Carolina

DONALD EucENE !:>CHWAB

Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.S., University of California
versity of Arizona

of Chemistry, Emeritus

B.S., Virginia Military Institute; M.S., Ph.D., University of
North Carolina
f'uIU.LIN NESBITT

Do NALD MARCEL ScoTT

Associate Professor of Psychology
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Florida State University

·• Reeves Professor of Religions, Emeritus

A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University; A.M.
Pla.D., University of Chicago

JOSEPH SECOND!

Associate Professor of English
A.B., M.A ., Uni versity of Virginia

II. Reeves Professor of SociolofY, Emeritus

B.S., Millsaps College; A.M., Emory University; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina; LL.D., Wofford College

) AMES EDWARD SEECARS, JR .

Associate Professor of Psychology
A.'R., 'rbe C.1\.ade\; M.5 ., Univeni\y
Ph.D., University of Kentucky
CYRUS L UT HER SHEALY

ssistant Professo r of Foreign Languages
A.B., M.Ed., University of South Carolina
LAD ROLAND SMITH

A ssistant Professor of Music
B.Mus., M.l\fu s., Converse College

Ac111Ew PATTERSON

of Chemistry, Emeritus

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Wofford College
II. Reeves Professor of Foreign Languages, Emeritus
.l.B., Centre College; A.M., Ha.r vard University
of Applied Mathematics, Emeritus

l.S., Clemson College
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REFERENCE

F.

MEUITT

B.S.

This section is included to keep the user or this cetlJes
or changes in administrative, faculty, and other nenMml.'.
changes are effective for 1972-73.

M. CULPEPPER
Charleston, South Cuolina

JAMES

ADMIMISTRATIOM

President

M. LESISl'IE, JL
M.A., Ph.D.

JoAB
B.A.,

Dean of the College

J. ANTHONY WHITE

Easley, S. C.
DANIEL M. BYRD,
Fort Mill. S. C.

B . G. SntPHlll'IS

B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Admissions Counselor

CHARLES H. Gau,

JL

Admissions Counselor

F.

JoHN

J . MICHAEL PRESTOJll

REV. PHIL M. JONES

A.B.

8atesburg, S. C.
ROBERT P. TIMMERMAN
Aiken, S. C.

VI CTOR
B.A .,

BILANCHOl'll,

GEORGE

Assistant Professor of Physics

M.

K.

HANlt5,

AMistant Profeu or of Chemistry

ID

ELTON HENDllCU

B.A., B.D., M.S.,

Assistant Professor of Religion

A. KELLD

hMES
B.S.,

Ph.D.

B.D., M.Pbil., PlD.

Ons

TURNER

8 .S.,

B . D.

THOMAS

WAllllEl'I

8.S., Ph.D.
ssistant Professor of Psychology

HENRY E. MAllU

8.A.,
Associate Professor of Philosophy

M.A.,

WALTER
B.A.,

Instructor of English

Ph.D.

E. BUDCIJll

B.O., Ph.D.

EDWARD MINUS

8.A., M.A.

isiting Professor of G011ernmeni N1cos T. Roussos
8.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Military Science

MAJOR

8.S.

JL

M.M.

Band Director

A ssistant Professor of Philosophy
and Chairman of the Department
of Philosophy

DAVIS,

Florence, S. C.

FACULTY
A Mistant Professor of Music

K.

SR.

Rsv. EDWARD E . JENKINS

GRICSIY

A.B.

Director of Capital Resources

JAMES

Marion, S. C.

A.B.
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Ja.

)AMES

A.
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY STATES, 1971
4
Alabama
1
Alaska
1
alifornia
1
Connecticut
1
Delaware
Washington, D.C. 1
46
Florida
40
Georgia
2
Indiana
5
Kentucky
1
Louisiana

128

9
Maryland
1
Massachusetts
2
New Jersey
1
New Mexico
3
New York
North Carolina 127
2
Ohio
5
Pennsylvania
South Carolina 778
11
Tennessee
1
Texas

1

Conferred, 1971
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

Tolll

Greece
MexiCG

STUDENTS BY CLASSES 1971-72
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
enior
pecial
TolJJl

286
256
285
238
15
1080

,TUDENTS ENTERING
EPTEMBER, 1971
New Students
(Day 37) Re1ide111 m)
Transfer Students
Day 43, Residelll •)
Former Students
Day 27, Resident JI)
Total

BY COUNTIES
Abbeville
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Bambe.rg
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
harleston
herokee
bester
besterfield
larendon
Colleton
Darlin gton

1
16
1

9
4

2
6
1
3

21
10
3
5
7

3

20

Dillon
Dorchester
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
Greenville
Greenwood
Hampton
Horry
Jasper
Kershaw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Lexington

10
4

Muiom

2

Marlben

l
33

8
57
9
6

12
2

NewberrJ

Onn1ebms
Picke111
Richlud
Saladi
Spartalliilq

Sumter

4

2
11
2

12

TOlll

Jr.

Wayne Jamee Patrick Delfino
Robert Leonard Dobbin&
Phillip David Donnan
Robe.r t Lawrence Doater, Jr.
Robert Edgar Downey
Lawrence William Dring, Jr.
WilJiam Walter Dukea, III
Jack Fanning Dunker
Jamee Milton Dunlap
Ewart John Edgerton, Jr.
John Sevier Erwin
John Logan Faria, Jr.
Stanley Warren Farmer
William Emerson Fentera, Jr.
Luther Foy Fiaher, III
Ru88ell Good1on Follis, II
John Willard Fort
Gainea Milligan Foster
Ronald Monroe Fowler
Henry McCord Fruer
Henry Beacham Freeman
John Reeve& Gamble, III
John Ernest Garza
William Croela.n d Goldberg, Jr.
Tandy Cleveland Go1nell, I.II
Gregg Douglu Graham
Clifford Lawrence Gray
Albert Walla Gray
James Eme1t Green, Jr.
Byron Dillingbalk Greene, III
James Boyce Griffin, Jr.
John Franklin Grigsby
Rhame Arnold Guyton, Jr.
Charles Arnold Hardin
Lyles Glenn Hardin
Stephen Robert Harper
William Stowe Harrill, Jr.
Lee Ha rrington, III
John Emri Harris, Jr.
Leighton Arthur Hart.zog, II
Jamee Walter Hulings
Michael Wayne Hatchell
Roger Edward Hende.raon
William Ronald Hewitt
Lewie Alli1on High1mitb, III
John Randolph Hile
Robert Newton Hinton
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY STATES, 1
Alabama
4
1
Alaska
California
1
1
Connecticut
Delaware
l
Washington, D.C. 1
Florida
46
Georgia
40
Indiana
2
Kentucky
5
Louisiana
1

128

Maryland
9
Massachusetts
1
New Jersey
2
New Mexico
1
New York
3
North Carolina 127
Ohio
2
Pennsylvania
5
South Carolina 778
Te.nnessee
11
Texas
1

STUDENTS
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
pecial

286
256
285
238
15

Total

1080

STUDENTS ENTEllllC
EPTEMBER. 1971
New StudeDh
(Day 37) ~
Transfer Studeala
<Day 43, ft,
Former Studeala
<Day 27, R.....
Total

NUMBER OF SOUTH CAROLINA
BY COUNTIES
AhbevilJe
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Bamberg
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
harleston
Cherokee

1

16
1
9
4

2
6
l
3

21
10

3
5
7
3

Darlington

20

DilJon
Dorchester
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
GreenvilJe
Greenwood
Hampton
Horry
Jasper
Kers.haw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Lexington

10
4
2
1
33

8
57
9
6

12
2
4

2
11

2
12

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
Wayne Jamee Patrick Delfino
Robert Leonard Dobbins
Phillip David Donnan
Robert Lawrence Doster, Jr.
Robert Edgar Downey
Lawrence William Dring, Jr.
William Walter Dukee, III
Jack Fanning Dunker
Jamee Milton Dunlap
Ewart John Edgerton, Jr.
John Sevier Erwin
John Logan Faris, Jr.
Stanley Warren Farmer
William Emereon Fenten, Jr.
Luther Foy Fieher, III
Ru11ell Goodson Follie, II
John Willard Fort
Gaines Milligan Foster
Ronald Monroe Fowler
Henry McCord Fr&1er
Henry Beac.h am Freeman
John Reevee Gamble, III
John Ernest Garza
William Crosland Goldberg, Jr.
Tandy Cleveland Gosnell, Ill
Gregg DouglH Graham
Clifford Lawrence Gray
Albert Walle Gray
Jame• Eme1t Green, Jr.
Byron Dillingbalk Greene, III
Jame• Boyce Griffin, Jr.
John Franklin Grig1by
Rhame Arnold Guyton, Jr.
Charle• Arnold Hardin
Lyle1 Glenn Budin
Stephen Robe.r t Harper
William Stowe Harrill, Jr.
Lee Harrington, Ill
John Emri Harrh, Jr.
Leighton Arthur Hartzog, II
Jamee Walter Ha1ting1
Michael Wayne Hatchell
Roger Edward Hendenon
William Ronald Hewitt
Lewie Alli1on High1mith, III
John Randolph Hile
Robert Newton Binion
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Rupert Edward Hodges, Jr.
Gaston Smith Holland
John Emory Holler, Jr.
harlea Summerall Holley
Jonathan Willard Borne
Claude Michael Borton
WilUam Randolph Bursey
urti1 Pettigrew Jackson, Jr.
William Congreve Jackson, III
James Thurman Jakes
Martin Bayae Jarvh, Jr.
Alan Brent Johna
Jamea Milton Johnson
Leon Aldine Johnson, Jr.
Donald Jerry Jolley
Ted PreHley Jonea
Ferris Kimball Joyner, Jr.
Charles Richard Kelly
Ri chard Benson King
David Lamar Knox
Ruuell Craig Lanford
Thomas Duncan Leahy
Thomas Joaeph Leclair
Duane Carlton Lewia
Pat Lennear Lichtenberger
Michael Frank Liebm1nn
James Benjamin Lineberry
Tony Duke Littlejohn
George Deaver Long, Jr.
Brian Allen Lovitt
Wallace George Lovel1ce, Jr.
Dennie Earl Lowe
Richard Brady Lowry
Thomu Holder Lyle1
Eugene Cavia McDowell
Philip Harvey McGee
Robert Cr1wford Mcintyre, Jr.
Jamel Douglaa McLain
Ralph Rei11 McMillan
Jamea Kirkland M1ncke
Willi1m Kennedy M1uldin
Jonatb1n Virett M1Xwell
)lmea Adelbert Mercb1nt, Jr.
P1r11kev11 Michael Micbaelidea
Charle• Calvin Miller
John Fletcher Miller
Willi1m Thomaa Miller, Jr.
Robert Harper Mobley, Jr.
Gene Forrest Moore

Steven Douglu Morgan
Thomas Frank Morrilon
Butle.r Bowen Mullins
William Lamar Murr1h
Thomaa William N11le
David Adams Nesbitt
Rex Hollis O'Steen, III
William Jonatb1n P1d1et
Frank Hurie Parks
Kenneth William Pe1non
James Lamar Price
Samuel McGow1n Price, Jr.
Robert Anderson Prince
Alfred Lamar Pruitt
Hunter Calvin Quick
Paul Lee Ramaey
Benjamin Allen Reed
Willi1m Eubank Ree1e
Thomu Brantley Reeve1, Jr.
Von Eric Reeves
John Fitzhugh Rhem, Jr.
Daniel J eff Rhode•
Danny O'Neal Rhodea
Donadrian Lawrence Riel
Michael Lynn Riddle
Bobby Cole Roberta, Jr.
Timothy McKinney Roi. .
Henry Seabrook RolliDI
Claude David Roae, Jr.
Peter Andrew Rowe
D1vid Edgar Scarboroggh, m
Guy Echols Sconin
William George Seelnwul
Harold Eugene Sewell
Frederick W1yne Shelly
Jan Nichol11 Shekilka
Robert Gnyson Shorkey
Olin Cbristua Shull, Jr.
Herbert Xenophon Smith
Kenneth Edward Smith
William Aubrey Smith, Jr.
Connie MIX Snipes, Jr.
J1mes Aleunder SllDtOD, IY
L1rry Herbert Stepheaa
Simuel Butler Stnin, Jr,
Paul Tien-Ming Su.a
George Wilaon T1te. Jr.
Douglaa Mearea Tbunaea
Joseph Elmo Tyain.-, Jr.

Don1ld Bruce Wildman
Henry Brooks Wilkinson
Thomae Hamilton Willi1mson, III
Michael Worth Wilson
John Anderson Workm1n
RuBSell Farrell Wright
George Wrigley, Ill
William Gibson Wynn, Jr.
Duncan McPherso n Yoat

Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Jr.
Jr.

Jr.

John Luther Lentz, Jr.
Wilbur Dubose Livingston, Jr.
William Charles Looney, Jr.
Marvin Lacy McNeill
Richard Wayne M1cAuley
George R1ndolph M1.Ue, Jr.
Richard Preston Michael
Sam D1vid Moon
Lanny Wade Moore
Frederick Carlton Oliver, Jr.
Maxie Clarence P1inter
Willi1m Thomaa Parsona
Victor Allen Plaxico
Philip Dean Potter
Ronald Bernard Shealy
Donald W1yne Shuler
M1rion Willia Stafford
Willi1m Stnl St1vrou
W1rren Aleunder Abernethy Stevena
Elzie Lee T1te, III
Gerald Daniel Weeae
Fred Joseph Welch, Jr.
Ted Charles Weal
Robert Lyle Wickwire, Jr.
'
Philip Diefende.rfer Zulick, Jr.

HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor

of
of
of
of

Divinity
L1w1
Divinity
Science
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Su1111110 Cu111 Laude

CLEP -------------------------- 23
Combined Courae1 -------------- 44
Committees of Board of Tru1tee1 __ 114
Computer Science -------------- 74
Cooperative Program1 -------- -- 10
Correspondence, Directory of ---- 3
Course Load -------------------- 29
Courses of Instruction ---------- 49
Credits, Summer School --------- 27
Curriculum, The --------------- 7

Steven Douglas Morgan

Jamee Harold Chandler
Thomae Joseph Leclair

Maino Cu111 Laude
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Richard Edward Allen
Everett Harold Alsbrook
Charles Edward Alvia
Dow Napoleon Bauknight
Preston Bolt Bobo, Jr.
Reddick Asbury Bowman, Jr.
Gaines Milligan Foster

Jamee Thurman Jakes
Duane Carlton Lewie
Jonathan Viren Maxwell
Sam David Moon
Rex Hollis O'Steen
Donald Wayne Shuler
Donald Bruce Wildman

Dean's List --------------------- 31
Degree Req0cirement1 ------------ 39
Degrees, Awarding of ------------ 39
Degrees ------------------------ 7
Degrees Conferred in 1971_ _______ 129
Degrees, Honorary --------------131
Delta Phi Alpha ________________ 104
Departments and Courses
of Instruction _------ --------- 49
Dormitory Requirements ________ 102
Draft Deferments ---------------- 17
Dropping Couraes -------------- 32

Cu111 Laude
Sterling Ryan Allen
Perry McPhe.raon Buckner
James Timothy Cash
James Milton Dunlap
Tandy Cleveland Gosnell
Ferris Kimball Joyner
Fred Michael Kimbrell

Wilbur Dubose Living1ton, Jr.
Thomas Holder Lyle1
Ralph Rei ss McMillan
Jamee Kirkland Mancke
Frederick Carlton Oliver, Jr.
Maxie Clarence Painter

Early Deciaion Plan ------------ 21
Economics ---------------------- 53
Education ------------ ---------- 56
Educational Standing ------------ 13
Employment, Student ____________ 101

ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARDS
Bates Lupo Scoggins

Henry Beacham Freeman

CLASS OF 1971
A. B. Graduates -------------------------------------------- Ill
B. S. Graduates ------------------------------------------- D
TOTAL GRADUATES --------------------------------- •

Page

al Arte Degree -------- 39
al Science Degree ---- 39

-------------------------104
------------------------- 50

"W" Club ----------------103
"' _______________________ 103
Requirements ---------102
----------------------107
al College ------------- 12
-----------------------

5

---------------------- 52
------------------------ 60

l ci.b ------------------1°'
.lllldiuiee ---------------- 36
........ ------------------ 32

Endowment Fund ------------88, 93
Engineering (AcademicEngineering Combination) ____ 44
English Languages
and Literature ----- ----------- 57
Entrance, Dates ----------------- 19
Entrance Examinations ---------- 26
Examinations ------------------- 30
Faculty -------------------------119
Fees and Expenses, Summer
School ----------------------- 81
Fees and Financial Aid ---------- 81
Financial Assistance ------------- 83
Foreign Languages ------------- - 59
Foreign Study Program ---------- 15
Fraternities, Social ------------- 103
Frenc.h ------------------------- 60
Freshman and Sophomore Y ean__ 42
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General Academic Regulatlona___ 29
General Statement -------------- 7
Geology ---------------------- 63
German ------------------------ 61
Glee Club ------------------104
Gove.m ment -------------------- 64
Grades ------------------------ 30
Grade-Point Ratio --------------- 30
Graduate Scholanhip1 and
Fellow1hips _________________ 102
Graduation Requiremenll -------- 31
Greek -------------------------- 61
Guidance and Counseling
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----------------------100

Helmus Poetry Prise -------·- ----108
History ------------------------- 65
History of the College ----------- 11
Holidays (See College Calendar) _ 5
Honors Cou.rses ----------------- 33
Hospitalization ------------------100
Hyperopics --------------------- 105
In-Course Honors --------------- 34
Infirmary -----------------------100
Intercollegiate Athletic• -----·- ---107
Interim ------------------------- 8
Interviews and Campu1 Viaita ---- 20
Intramural Sports ---------------106
Junior Company ---------------105
Journal -------------------------107
Lati.n ------------------------ --- 61
Library, Sandor Te11ler ------ 12
Library, Friends of ------------- 13
Linen Service -------- - - - - - -102
Loans -------------------------- 93
Local.i on and Surrounding• ----- 12
Major Work ------------ ------ 43
Mathematics and Aetronomy ----- 68
Medical Benefits and Care ______ 100
Military Experience ------------ 25
Military Science ----------------- 69
Ministerial Scholarahips --------- 84
Morgan Rifles ------------------105
Music and Art ------------------- 70

Pa1•
Off-Campus Couree1 --------Officers of Admini1tntloa __
Old Gold and Black -------OmiHion of RequJred
Orientation --------------- -

eo.n. -

fnlernitJe1 _______________ 106

--------------------- 80

Year -------------- 42
------------------------ 62

Acttritlea ------------1" 103

Health ------------------100

Parents Advi1ory Council ---Payments, RegulatJon1
Regarding --------------Phi Beta Kappa Society -----'
Philosophy -----------------·
Physical Education --------Physics --------------------Pi Gam011 Mu ----------Placement Service --------Planetarium ---------------Pre-Medical Society -------Prizes and Medah -----------Probation, Academic --------Psychology ----------------- Publications Board ------------·
Publications (Student) ------Quality Point System --------Readmission ------------------Register, The ---------------Registration -----------------Religion ··-----------------Reli gious OpportunltJea -----Repeating Course• -------- - Reports on Academic Prosr- _
Requirements for Admbalea - Reservation Depo1it1 --------Residence Ball Edueatioa
Program -----------------Resident Requirementa _____ _If,
Rifl e Te1m ---------------ROTC Activitie1 ------------Russ.i an -------------------cabbard and Blade -------Scholarships ---------------cholarsbips, Work -------- - enior Order of Gno- __
Sigma Delta Pi ------------Ski Club -----------------

acl Penonnel Polley_____ 11
PlabUeadona ____________ 107
leplladona __________ 102

Pa1e
Teacher Certification ----------"• 47
Teacher Education Program ___ 45
Theater Workshop --------------106
Tr1nde.r Studenta --------------- 12
Trustees ------- -----------------109
Trustees ind A11ociatea,
Committees -------------------11'&
Tuition and Fees ------------- 81

Senteea ---------------- 99

USAFI ------------------------- 24

1971-72 __________________ 128
Ahancemat Program___ 25
Scliool ---------------- 17

Veter1ns Aaaistance ------------ 97

11J Cound.. and

Withdraw1l From College ------- 33
Wofford, Rev. Benjamin --------- 11
Work Schol1r1hJp1 ------------- 84
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Parent., student., alumni and friends are cordially
invited to visit the Campu. On the opposite page i1 a
map of the Campu1. Visitors should report to DaPre
Administration Building (Building number 1) for
information and auistance. Administrative officee are
open on weekdays, except holidays, from 8:30 mrtil
5 :00 and on Saturdays by appointment. The College'•
telephone switchboard is open weekdays and Saturdays from 8:30 A.M. until 11:00 P.M. On Sunday the
switchboard is open from 2 :00 P.M. until 11 :00 P.M.
The switchboard maintains the same hours a1 the
administrative offices (see above) when clas1e1 are
not in seNion because of holidays. The College'•
telephone number is Area Code 803, 585-4821.

N0 R l

H

CHURCH

STREET

LEGEND
I. DuPre Administration Building
2 Ma in Building
(Chapel-Auditorium, Classrooms
and Faculty offices)
3 Snyder House CControllerFinoncel
4 ROTC Building
5. Block Alumni Holl
6 Sandor Teszler Library
7 Burwell Campus Center
8 Wightman Holl
9 Milliken Science Holl
10 Block Music-A rt Center,
(offices, laboratories and
planetarium)
11. Classrooms, offices and art
gallery
12. Greene Holl <Dormitory and
Faculty offices)
13. Andrews Field House
(Athletic Deportment)
14 Block Infirmary
15. Carlisle Holl
(Classrooms, Faculty offices and
dormitory)
16. DuPre Holl (Dormitory)
It Shipp Holl (Dormi tory)
18 Deon of Students' Home

19. President's Home

20 . Deon of the College Home
21 . Superintendent of Buildings and
22.
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30.
31 .

32.
33.
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38.
39.
40.
41 .

Grounds' Home
Tennis Courts
Parking Lot No. 1
Parking Lot No. 2
Parking Lot No. 3
Maintenance Shop--Rifle Range
Snyder Field
(Football and Track)
Low Baseball Field
Parking Lot No. 5
Marsh Holl and Admissions
Office
SAE Fraternity House
Koppa Alpha Fraternity House
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity House
Koppa Sigma Fraternity House
Pi Koppa Phi Fraternity House
Pi Koppa Alpha Fraternity House
Sigma Nu Fraternity House
Spartanburg Memorol
Auditorium Parking Lot
Spartanburg Memorial
Auditorium
Parking Lot No. 4
Visitor's Parking

